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Homological algebra of knots and BPS states 
Sergei Gukov and Marko Stosic 
ABSTRACT. It is known that knot homologies admit a physical description 
as spaces of open BPS states. We study operators and algebras acting on 
these spaces. This leads to a very rich story, which involves wall crossing 
phenomena, algebras of closed BPS states acting on spaces of open BPS states, 
and deformations of Landau-Ginzburg models. 
One important application to knot homologies is the existence of "colored 
differentials" that relate homological invariants of knots colored by different 
representations. Based on this structure, we formulate a list of properties 
of the colored HOMFLY homology that categorifies the colored HOMFLY 
polynomial. By calculating the colored HOMFLY homology for symmetric 
and anti-symmetric representations, we find a remarkable "mirror symmetry" 
between these triply-graded theories. 
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1. Setting the stage 
Quantum knot invariants were introduced in 1980's [1, 2]: for every represen-
tation R o£ a Lie algebra~' one can define a polynomial invariant P"'R(K) of a 
knot K. Its reduced version is 
(1.1) 
where 0 denotes the unknot. 
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. . A categorification of the polyno~1ial po.R ( K) (or its unreduced version p''R (K)) 
rs a doubly-graded homology theory 11-"·R(K) whose graded Euler characteristic is 
equal to pg,R(K). In other words, if'P'·R(K)(q, t) denotes the Poincare polynomial 
of 1l'·R(K), then we have 
pg,R(K)(q) = po.I'(K)(q, t = -1). 
Unlike po,R(K), the explicit combinatorial definition of 1i•·R(K) exists for very 
few chmce~ of g and R. However, physics insights based on BPS state counting and 
Landau-Ginzburg theories predict various properties and a very rigid structure of 
these homology theories. 
One ofthe first results was obtained in [3] for g = sl(N) and its fundamental 
representatiOn R = o. This work builds on a physical realization of knot homologies 
as spaces of BPS states [4, 5]: 
(1.2) 1/knot = 1{BPS . 
A~ong otger things, this rcl~tion predicts the existence of a polynomial knot in-
vanrurt 'P (K)(a, q, t), sometrmes called the superpolynomial, such that for all suf-
ficiently large N one has 
(1.3) 'P'l(N),o(K)(q,t) = 'P 0 (K)(a=qN,q,t). 
Moreover,. the ~olynomial 'P 0 (K)(a, q, t) ha.s nonnegative coefficients and is equal 
to the Pomcare polynomial of a triply graded homology theory 1{ o (K) that cate-
gonfies the reduced two-variable HOMFLY polynomial PD(K)(a, q), and similarly 
for the umeduced mvariants. This triply graded theory comes equipped with a 
collection of differentials {dN }, such that the homology of 1fD(K) with respect to 
dN is isomorphic to 1{·'1(N),o(K). 
There are only two triply-graded knot homologies that have been studied in 
the literature up to now. Besides the above-mentioned HOMFLY homology, the 
second tnply-graded theory, proposed in [6], similarly unifies homological knot 
mvanants ~or t~e N-dimensional vector representation R = V of g = so(N) and g = 
sp(N). Thrs tnply-graded theory 1/Kauff(K) comes with a collection of differentials 
{ dN }, such that the homology with respect to dN for N > 1 is isomorphic to 
1i'o(N).V (K), while the homology with respect to dN for even N < 0 is isomorphic 
to 1/'P( -N),V (K). Since the graded Euler characteristic of 1{Kauf! (K) is equal to the 
(reduced) Kauffman polynomial of K, 1/Kauff(K) is called the Kanffman homology 
of a knot K. 
_ _One wa! to di_scover_ differentials acting on all of these knot homology theories 
IS VIa studymg deformatwns of the potentials and matrix factorizations in the cor-
responding Landau-Ginzburg theories (see section 3 for details). In particular, in 
the case of the Kauffman homology one finds a peculiar deformation that leads t 
a "universal" di~erential d--+ and its conjugate d+-, such that the homology wit~ 
respect to these differentials is, in both cases, isomorphic to the triply-graded HOM-
FLY homology 1{0 (K). 
. A careful reader may notice that mo~t of the existent results reviewed here deal 
With the fundamental or vector repre~entations of classical Lie algebras (of Cartan 
type A, B, C, or D). In this paper, we do roughly the opposite: we focus mainly 
on g = sl(N) but vary the representation R. In particular, we propose infinitely 
1 All homologies in this paper are defined over Ql. 
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many triply-graded homology theories associated with arbitrary symmetric (Sr) 
and anti-symmetric (Ar) representation of sl(N). Moreover, these colored HOM-
FLY homology theories come equipped with differentials, such that the homology, 
say, with respect to dfJ is isomorphic to 1l'l(N),S' (K), and similarly for R = Ar. 
Remarkably, in addition to the differentials labeled by N (for a given r) we also 
find colored differentials that allow to pass from one triply graded theory to another, 
thus relating homological knot invariants associated with different representations! 
Specifically, for each pair of positive integers ( r-, m) with 1' > m, we find a 
differential d.,_,,, such that the homology of 1£8 '' (K) with respect to dr-->m is iso-
morphic to 1-l.8 m (K). Similarly, in the case of anti-~ymmetric representations, we 
find an infinite sequence of triply-graded knot homologies 1iA'' (K), one for every 
positive integer r, equipped with colored differentials that allow to pass between 
two triply-graded theories with different values of r. 
The colored differentials are a part of a laxger algebraic structure that becomes 
manifest in a physical realization of knot homologies as .spaces of BPS states. As it 
often happens in physics, the same physical system may admit several mathemat-
ical descriptions; a prominent example is the relation between Donaldson-Witten 
and Seiberg-Witten invariants of 4-manifolds that follows from physics of super-
symmetric gauge theories in four dimensions [7]. Similarly, the space of BPS states 
in (1.2) admits several (equivalent) descriptions depending on how one looks at the 
system of five-branes in eleven-dimensional M-theory [4] relevant to this problem. 
Specifically, for knots in a 3-sphere 8 3 the relevant system is a certain config-
uration of five-branes in M-theory on R X M4 X X, where M4 ~ R4 is a 4-manifold 
with isometry group U(1)p X U(1)p and X is a non-compact toric Calabi-Yau 3-
fold (both of which will be discussed below in more detail). And, if one looks at 
this M-theory setup from the vantage point of the Calabi-Yau space X, one finds 
a description of BPS states via enumerative geometry of X. Furthermore, for sim-
ple knots and links that preserve toric symmetry of the Calabi-Yau 3-fold X the 
study of enumerative invariants reduces to a combinatorial problem of counting 
certain 3d partitions(= fixed points of the 3-torus action [8]), hence, providing a 
combinatorial formulation of knot homologies in terms of 3d partitions [9, 10]. 
On the other hand, if one looks at this M-theory setup from the vantage point 
of the 4-manifold M4, one can express the counting of BPS invariants in terms 
of equivariant instanton counting on M4. In this approach (see e.g. [11]), t.he 
"quantum" q-grading and the homological t-grading on the space (1.2) originate 
from the equivariant action of U(l)p X U(1)p on M4. 
A closely related viewpoint, that will be very useful to us in what follows, is 
based on the five-brane world-volume theory [12]. Let us briefly review the basic 
ingredients of this approach that will make the relation to the setup of [4] more 
apparent. In both cases, koot homology is realized as the space of BPS states and, 
as we shall see momentarily, the physical realization of the triply-graded knot ho-
mology proposed in [4] is essentially the Iarge-N dual of the system realizing the 
doubly-graded knot homology in [12]. This is very typical for systems with SU(N) 
gauge symmetry2 which often admit a dual ((holographic" description that com-
prises all N in the same package and leads to useful computational techniques [13]. 
2 The same is t.rue for other classical groups. 
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In the case of sl(N) homological knot invariants, the five-brane configuration 
described in [12, sec. 6] is the following: 
(1.4) 
space-time 
N M5-branes 
M5-brane 
IR X T*W X M. 
!RxWxD 
IR X LK X D 
Here, W is a 3-manifold and D ~ IR2 is the "cigar" in the Taub-NUT space M 4 S:::' 
IR4 . The Lagrangian submanifold LK C T*W is the conormal bundle to the knot 
K C W; in particular, 
(1.5) 
In all our applications, we consider W = S3 (or, a closely related case of W = JR3 ). 
Similarly, the setup of [4] can be summarized as 
(1.6) space-time IR x X x M 4 
M5-brane IR X LK x D 
where X is the resolved conifold, i.e. the total space of the 0( -1) E9 0( -1) bundle 
over <CP1 From the way we summarized (1.4) and (1.6), it is clear that they have 
many identical elements. The only difference is that (1.4) has extra M5-branes 
supported on IR X W x D, whereas (1.6) has a different space-time (with a 2-cycle 
in the Calabi-Yau 3-fold X), which is exactly what one expects from a holographic 
duality or Iarge-N transition [14, 15]. 
Indeed, what is important for the purpose of studying the space of BPS states, 
7-iBPS, is that both (1.4) and (1.6) preserve the same amount of supersymmetry 
and have the same symmetries: 
(1.7) 
• time translations: both systems have a translation symmetry along the 
time direction (denoted by theIR factor in (1.4) and (1.6)). Therefore, in 
both cases, one can ask for a space of BPS-states- on multiple M5-branes 
in (1.4), and on a single M5-brane in (1.6)- which is precisely what was 
proposed as a candidate for the sl(N) knot homology (resp. HOMFLY 
homology). 
• rotation symmetries: 
U(1)p x U(1)p 
Here, the two U(l) factors correspond, respectively, to the rotation sym-
metry of the tangent and normal bundle of D ~ IR2 in a 4-manifold 
M4 ~ IR4 . In particular, in both frameworks (1.4) and (1.6), the for-
mer is responsible for the q-grading of 'HBPS, which corresponds to the 
conserved angular momentum derived from the rotation symmetry of D. 
A well-known feature of the Iarge-N duality is that the rank of the gauge group 
turns into a geometric parameter ofthe dual system ( cf. [13] or [14]). In the present 
case, it is the Kiihler modulus of the Calabi-Yau 3-fold X= Ocp,(-1)E!l0cp'(-1): 
(1.8) N ~ log(a) = Vol(<CP1). 
The reason we denote the Kahler parameter by log( a) rather than a is that with 
this convention a= qN is the standard variable of the HOMFLYpolynomial I knot 
homology. 
Another feature familiar to the practitioners of the refined I motivic Donaldson-
Thomas theory is that 7-iBPS can jump as one varies stability conditions [16, 17, 
I 
I 
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FIGURE 1. For the conifold X, the space of stability conditions 
is one-dimensional. It is parametrized by the Kiihler parameter 
N ~log( a) = Vol(<CP1 ). This space is divided by walls of marginal 
stability into a set of chambers, which can be identified with the 
set of integers Z. 
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18, 19, 20, 21]. Thus, in a closely related type IIA superstring compactification 
on a Calabi-Yau 3-fold X, the stability parameters are the Kahler moduli of X, 
and in the present case there is only one Kahler modulus (1.8) given by the volume 
of the <CP 1 cycle in X. Therefore, we conclude that the space (1.2) can jump as 
one changes the stability parameter N ~ Vol(<CP 1). 
Luckily, in the case where X is the total space of the 0( -1) Ell 0( -1) bundle 
over CP 1 relevant to our applications, the wall-crossing behavior of the refined 
BPS invariants has been studied in the literature [22, 23, 18]. The one-dimensional 
space of stability conditions is divided into a set of chambers illustrated in Figure 1. 
In each chamber, 7-iBPS is constant and the jumps of closed BPS states occur at 
the walls W
1
7"1 characterized by different types of "fragments": 
(1.9) 
w~ 
W.;::l 
D21 DO fragments 
D21 DO fragments 
W~ DO fragments 
Notice, the set of chambers in this model can be identified with Z, the set of integer 
numbers. As we explain in the next section, this is not a coincidence. Namely, 
as we shall see, every fragment corresponds to a differential acting on the space 
(1.2), so that in the present example one finds a set of differentials { dN} labeled 
by NEZ. 
The differentials { dN} are part of the homological algebra of knots I BPS 
states, depending on whether one prefers to focus on the left or rig~t side of the 
relation (1.2). For larger representations, in addition to the differentrals { dN} one 
finds colored differentials that allow to pass between homology theones assocmted 
with different R. Even though a combinatorial definition of the majority of such 
theories, with all the differentials, is still missing, their structure (deduced from 
physics) is so rigid that enables computation of the homology groups fo:r many 
knots and passes a large number of consistency checks. 
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In particular, by computing the triply-graded homologies 1{8" (K) and HA'' (K) 
for various knot.s, we find the following surprising symmetry between the two the-
ories: 
(LlO) 
One of the implication is that H 5 ''(K) and H"" (K) can be combined into a single 
homology theory! 
CONJECTURE 1.1. For every positive integer r, there exists a triply-graded 
theory H' ( K) together with a collection of differentials { dN}, with N E Z, such 
that the homology of H''(K) with respect to dN, for N > 0, is isomorphic to 
H''(N),S'' (K), while the homology of Hr(K) with respect to dN, for N < 0, is 
isomorphic (up to a simple regrading) to 1{'1(-N),A" (K). 
Moreover, it is tempting to speculate that the symmetry (LlO) extends to all 
representations: 
(Lll) "mirror symmetry" H"(K) ~ H"' (K), 
where A and >.,t are a pair of Young tableaux related by transposition (mirror 
reflection across the diagonal), e.g. 
The symmetry ( L 11) has not been discussed in physical or mathematical literature 
before. 
While we offer its interpretation in section 5.3, we believe the mirror symmetry 
for colored knot homology (Lll) deserves a more careful study, both in physics as 
well as in mathematics. In particular, its deeper understanding should lead to the 
"categorification of level-rank duality" in Chern-Simons theory, which is the origin 
of the simpler, decatcgorified version of (Lll): 
(L12) P"(K)(a,q) = p"'(K)(a,q- 1 ) 
for colored HOMFLY polynomials [24, 25, 26, 27], and extends the familiar sym-
metry q ++ q-1 of the ordinary HOMFLY polynomiaL We plan to pursue the 
categorification of level-rank duality and to study the new, homological symmetry 
(Lll) in the future work 
Organization of the paper. We start by explaining in section 2 that, in gen-
eral, the space of open BPS states forms a representation of the algebra of closed 
BPS states. Then, in section 3 we review elements of the connection between string 
realizations (L4)-(L6) of knot homologies and Landau-Ginzburg models that play 
an important role in mathematical formulations of certain knot homologies based 
on Lie algebra fl and its representation R. In particular, we illustrate in simple 
examples how the corresponding potentials Wg,H can be derived from the _phy::;ical 
setup (L4)-(L6) and how deformations of these potentials lead to various differ-
entials acting on JiD,R(K). This gives another way to look at the algebra acting 
on (1.2). Based on these predictions, in section 4 we summarize the mathematical 
structure of the triply-graded homology H 5 ' (K), together with its computation for 
small knots. Section 5 lists the analogous properties of the homology associated 
with anti-symmetric representations, and explains the explicit form of the "mirror 
r 
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symmetry" (1.10) between symmetric and anti-symmetric triply-graded theories. 
Unreduced triply-graded theory for symmetric and anti-symmetric representations 
is briefly discussed in section 6. In appendix A we collect the list of our notations, 
whereas in appendix B we present the computations of the 8 2 , A 2 and Kauff-
man triply-graded homology for knots 819 and 942· These particular examples of 
"thick" knots provide highly non-trivial tests of all the properties of the homologies 
presented in the paper. Appendix C contains the computation of the 8 3 and A 3 
homology of the figure-eight knot 41 . Finally, appendix D collects some notations 
and calculations relevant to the unreduced colored HOMFLY polynomial of the 
unknot discussed in section 6. 
2. Algebra of BPS states and its representations 
Differentials in knot homology form a part of a larger algebraic structure that 
has an elegant interpretation in the geometric j physical framework. Because this 
algebraic structure has analogs in more general string/ M-theory compactifications, 
in this section we shall consider aspects of such structure for an arbitrary Calabi-
Yau 3-fold X with extra branes supported on a general Lagrangian submanifold 
LeX, e.g. 
(2.1) space-time 
M5-brane 
JFtxX x M 4 
W!.xLxD 
For applications to knot homologies, one should take X to be the total space of 
the 0(-1) Ell 0( 1) bundle over <CP 1 and LK to be the Lagrangian submanifold 
determined by a knot K [15, 28, 29], Then, (2.1) becomes precisely the setup 
(L6), in which homological knot invariants are realized as spaces of refined BPS 
states, cf (1.2). 
In fact, there are twa spaces of BPS states relevant to this particular problem 
and its variants based on a more general 3-fold X. One is the space of refined closed 
BPS states, denoted as 1i~f.Sed, and the other is called the space of refined open 
BPS states, H~~8~1 • The difference is that, while the latter contains BPS particles 
in the presence of defects3 , the former comprises only those BPS states which are 
still present in a theory when all defects are removed, In the description [11] via 
equivariant instanton counting on a 4-manifold M4, the defect (M5-brane) corre-
sponds to a particular ramification along the divisor D C M4, the so-called surface 
operator. 
On the other hand, if one looks at the general setup (2.1) from the vantage 
point of the Calabi-Yau space X, then 1l~PSed and 1-l~r;,e; can be formulated in 
terms of enumerative invariants of X and (X,L) that "count", respectively, closed 
holomorphic curves embedded in X and bordered holomorphic Riemann surfaces 
(I;,iJI;) y (X,L) with boundary on the Lagrangian submanifold L. As a way to 
remember this, it is convenient to keep in mind that 
• 'H~PSd depends only on the Calabi-Yau space X 
• 11.:,e; depends on both the Calabi-Yau space X and the Lagrangian sub-
manifold L c X 
3 M5-branes in theM-theory setup (2.1) 
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In applications to knots, open (resp. closed) BPS states are represented by open 
(resp. closed) membranes in the M-theory setup (1.6) or by bound states of DO 
and D2 branes in its reduction to type IIA string theory. It is the space of open 
BPS states that depends on the choice of the knot K and, therefore, provides a 
candidate for homological knot invariant in (1.2). 
In general, the space of BPS states is r EB Z-graded, where r is the "charge 
lattice" and the extra Z-grading comes from the (half-integer) spin of BPS states, 
such that 2j3 E Z. For example, in the case of closed BPS states, the charge lattice 
is usually just the cohomology lattice of the corresponding Calabi-Yau 3-fold X, 
(2.2) 
In the case of open BPS states, r also depends on the choice of the Lagrangian 
submanifold L C X. 
When X is the total space of the 0( -l)EllO( -1) bundle over ICP1 and L = LK, 
as in application to knot homologies, the lattice r is two-dimensional for both open 
and closed BPS states. As a result, both 1i~PScd and 1-l~)::~~ are Z EB Z EB Z-graded. 
In particular, the space of open BPS states is graded by spin 2}3 E Z and by 
charge cy = (n,f3) E r, where the degree f3 E H2 (X,LK) "'Z is sometimes called 
the "D2-brane charge" and n E Z is the "DO-brane charge." In relation to knot 
homologies (1.2), these become the three gradings of the theory categorifying the 
colored HOMFLY polynomial: 
(2.3) 
"a - grading" 
"q - grading" 
"t - grading" 
{3 E Hz(X,LK) "'Z 
nEZ 
2j3 E Z 
Now, let us discuss the algebraic structure that will help us understand the 
origin of differentials acting on the triply-graded vector space 1-lknot = 1-l~~e;. The 
fact that 1{~]',\l'd forms an algebra is well appreciated in physics [30] as well as in 
math literature [31]. Less appreciated, however, is the fact that 1-l~~e; forms a 
representation of the algebra 1i~:f.Scd: 
refined open BPS states : 
(2.4) 
refined closed BPS states : 
1i:pe; 
0 
1i~psed 
Indeed, two closed BPS states, B1 and B2, of charge ')'1, 12 E r can form a bound 
state, B12 of charge 'Y1 + /'2, as a sort of "extension" of 8 1 and B2, 
(2.5) 0 -+ Bz -+ B,z -+ B1 -+ 0 , 
thereby defining a product on 1iJlPSed: 
(2.6) 
--) 1iclosed BPS 
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Similarly, a bound state of a closed BPS state Bllosed E 1-l~PSed with an open BPS 
state B~pen E 1ic;tpe; is another open BPS state B~~en E 'Hr;tpe;: 
(2.7) 
This defines an action of the algebra of closed BPS states on the space of open BPS 
states. 
The process of formation or fragmentation of a bound state in (2.6) and (2. 7) 
takes place when the binding energy vanishes. Since the energy of a BPS state is 
given by the absolute value of the central charge4 function z : r -+ rc this condition 
can be written as 
(2.8) 
for a process that involves either B12 ----+ B1 + B2 or its inverse B1 + B2 ----+ 812. A 
particular instance of the relation (2.8) is when the central charge of the fragment 
vanishes: 
(2.9) Z bfmgmentl = 0 
Then, a fragment becomes massless and potentially can bind to any other BPS state 
of charge cy. When combined with (2.4), it implies that closed BPS states of zero 
mass correspond to operators acting on the space of open BPS states 1i~~e;. The 
degree of the operator is determined by the spin and charge of the corresponding 
BPS state, as in (2.3). 
For example, when X is the total space of the 0(-1) Ell 0(-1) bundle over 
CP 1 , as in application to knot homologies, we have 
(2.10) exp(Z) = a~qn, 
where we used the relation (1.8) between a and Vol(ICP 1). Therefore, for special 
values of a and q we have the following massless fragments, cf. (1.9): 
a = q-N D2/ DO fragments 
(2.11) D2/ DO fragments 
q = 1 DO fragments 
Moreover, the D2/DO fragments obey the Fermi-Dirac statistics (see e.g. [18, 23]) 
and, therefore, lead to anti-commuting operators (i.e. differentials) on 1i~~e;. 
To summarize, we conclude that various specializations of the parameters (sta-
bility conditions) are accompanied by the action of commuting and anti-commuting 
operators on 1ic;tpe;. The algebra of these operators is precisely the algebra of closed 
BPS states 1{~]',\l'd Mathematical candidates for the algebra of closed BPS states 
include variants of the Hall algebra [32], which by definition encodes the structure 
of the space of extensions (2.5): 
(2.12) [B,] . [Bz] = L IO -+ B2 -+ B,z -+ B, -+ or [BIZ] 
B, 
In the present case, the relevant algebras include the motivic Hall algebra [17], the 
cohomological Hall algebra [31], and its various ramifications, e.g. cluster algebras. 
4The central charge function is a linear function in the sense that Z('n +1'2) = Z('Yl)+Z(/'2), 
i.e. it defines a homomorphism Z E Hom(r, C). 
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Therefore, the problem can be approached by studying representations of these 
algebras, as will be described elsewhere. 
3. B-model and matrix factorizations 
Let us denote by 1-i•·R a homology theory of knots and links colored by a repre-
sentation R of the Lie algebra~- Many such homology theories can be constructed 
using categories of matrix factorizations [33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40}. In this 
approach, one of the main ingredients is a polynomial function Wg,R called the po-
tential, associated to every segment of a link (or, more generally, of a tangle) away 
from crossings. For example, for the fundamental representation of g = sl(N) the 
potential is a function of a single variable, 
(3.1) W,l(N),o(x) = XN+1 . 
In physics, matrix factorizations are known (41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46} to describe 
D-branes and topological defects in Landau-Ginzburg models which, in the present 
context, are realized on the two-dimensional part of the five-brane world-volume 
in (1.4) or (1.6). More precisely, it was advocated in [6} that reduction of the 
M-theory configuration (1.4) on one of the directions in D and aT-duality along 
the time direction gives a configuration of intersecting D3-branes in type liB string 
theory, such that the effective two.,.dimensional theory on their common world-
volume provides a physical realization of the Landau-Ginzburg model that appears 
in the mathematical constructions. 
In particular, this interpretation was used to deduce potentials Wg,R associated 
to many Lie algehrafi anrl reprefientat.ionfi. Tnrleerl, Rince away from crofifiingfi every 
segment of the knot K is supposed to be described by a Landau-Ginzburg theory 
with potential Wg,R, we can approximate this local problem by taking W = IR3 and 
K =lit in (1.4). Then, we also have LK = lit3 and the reduction (plus T-duality) of 
(1.4) gives type liB theory in flat space-time with two sets of D3-branes supported 
on 4-dimensional hyperplanes in R 10 : one set supported on R x W, and another 
supported on IR x LK. The space of open strings between these two groups of 
D3-branes contains information about the potential Wg,R· 
FIGURE 2. 'l'he physics of open strings between two stacks of La-
grangian branes is described by the Landau-Ginzburg model with 
potential Wg,R· 
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For example, in the case of the fundamental representation of sl(N), the first 
stack consistS of N D3-branes and the second only contains a single D3-brane. The 
open strings between these two stacks of D3-branes transform in the bifundamental 
representation (N, +1) under the gauge symmetry U(N) X U(1) on the D3-branes. 
The Higgs branch of this two-dimensional theory is the Kiihler quotient of the vector 
space eN parametrized by the bifundamental chiral multiplets, modulo U(1) gauge 
symmetry of a single D3-brane supported on lit X LK: 
(3.2) lCN //U(l) CO' lCPN-l. 
The dUral ring of this theory on the intersection of D3-branes is precisely the Jacobi 
ring of the potential (3.1). 
Following similar arguments one can find potentials associated to many other 
Lie algebras and representations [6}, such that 
(3.3) 1-ig,R( 0) = J(Wg,H) · 
For example, the arguments that lead to (3.1) can be easily generalized toR= 1\.r, 
the r-th anti-symmetric representation of sl(N). The only difference is that, in 
this case, the corresponding brane systems (1.4) and (1.6) contain r coincident 
M5-branes supported on lR x LK x D. Following the same arguments as in the 
case of the fundamental representation ( r = 1) and zooming in closely on the local 
geometry of the brane intersection, after all the dualities we end up with a system 
of intersecting D3-branes in flat ten-dimensional space-time, 
(3.4) N D3-branes : lR'. x W 
r D3'-branes 
where, as in the previous discussion, for the purpose of deriving Wg,R we can 
approximate W "' lit3 and LK '=" lR'.3 , so that W n LK = lR'.. Now, the open 
strings between two sets of D3-branes in (3.4) transform in the bifundamental 
representation (N, r) under the gauge symmetry U(N) X U(r) on the D3-branes. 
Here, if we want to "integrate out" open strings ending on the D3'-branes, only 
the second gauge factor should be considered dynamical, while U(N) should be 
treated as a global symmetry of the two-dimensional U(r) gauge theory on the 
brane intersection. In the infrared this theory flows to a sigma-model based on the 
Grassmannian manifold: 
(3 5) U(N) Gr(r,N) = U(r) x U(N- r). 
The potential of the corresponding Landau-Ginzburg model (47} is a homogeneous 
polynomial of degree N + 1, 
(3.6) W,l(N),A"(z1, . . , Zr) = xjV+ 1 + ... + x;.'+l, 
where the right-hand side should be viewed as a function of the variables z~ of 
degree deg(zi) = i, i = 1, ... ,r, which are the elementary symmetric polynomials 
in the Xj, 
Zi 
jl <h<··<ji 
We shall return to the discussion of the potential Wsl(.N),Ar later in this section. In 
the cr.se of more general representations, one needs to consider various sectors of the 
U(r) gauge theory on lR'. x LK labeled by non-trivial flat connections (Wilson lines) 
around the codimension-2 locus where D3'-branes meet D3-branes, cf. [15, 48}. 
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In this paper we are mostly interested in knots colored by symmetric and anti-
symmetric representations of _g = sl (N), even though much of the present discussion 
can be easily generalized to other Lie algebras and representations. Thus, for a 
symmetric representation R = sr of g = sl(N) one finds that the corresponding 
potential Wsl(N),S" (z1, ... , Zr) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree N + r in 
variables Zi of degree i = 1, ... ,r, much like (3.6). Moreover, the explicit form of 
such potentials can be conveniently expressed through a generating function [6]: 
(3.7) 2)-1)NtN+rw,l(N),sr(z1, ... , Zr) 
N 
(1+ I;t'zi)log(1+ I;t'z;), 
i=l ~=1 
which in the basic case N = r = 2 gives 
(3.8) Wsl(2),rn = zt - 6zi Zz + 6z~ . 
Instead of going through the derivation of this formula we can use a simple trick 
based on the well known isomorphism sl(2) ~ so(3) under which a vector repre-
sentation of so(3) is identified with the adjoint representation of sl(2). Indeed, it 
implies that (3.8) should be identical to the well known potential 
(3.9) 
in the so(3) homology theory, cf. [6, 37]. It is easy to verify that the potentials 
(3.8) and (3.9) are indeed related by a simple change of variables5 
Moreover, the fact that the adjoint representation of sl(2) is identical to the 
vector representation of so(3) implies that 
(3.10) 
should hold for every knot K. In particular, it should hold for the unknot. And, 
since 1{'0 ( 3),V ( 0) is 3-dimensional, it follows 
(3.11) 
This is indeed what one finds in physical realizations of knot homologies reviewed in 
section 1. In the framework of [4] the colored homology 1{'1(2),rn of the unknot was 
computed in [9] using localization with respect to the toric symmetry of the Calabi-
Yau space X. Similarly, in the gauge theory framework [12] the moduli space of 
solutions on IR2 with a single defect operator in the adjoint representation of the 
gauge group G = SU(2) is the weighted projective space WCPl1,1,z) ( = the space 
of Heeke modifications [49], see also [50]). In this approach, the colored homology 
1{'1(Z),rn ( 0) is given by the £ 2 cohomology of the moduli space WICPl1•1,2) which 
is 3-dimensional, in agreement with (3.11). 
5 Explicitly, the change of variables that relates (3.8) and (3.9) is given by: 
-~(.,/2 + v'6) zf + v'6 z, 
y - 2 1/ 4 z1 
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3.1. Colored differentials. One of the reasons why we carefully reviewed 
the properties of the potentials Wg,R is that they hold a key to understanding the 
colored differentials. Namely, in doubly-graded knot homologies constructed from 
matrix factorizations differentials that relate different theories are in one-to-one 
correspondence with deformations of the potentials [51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 6]: 
(3.12) differentials on 1ig,R -{::::=} deformations of Wg,R 
For example, deformations of the potential (3.1) of the form ,:;w = f3xM+l with 
M < N, correspond to differentials dM that relate sl(N) and sl(M) knot homologies 
(with R = o). 
More generally1 one can consider deformations .6W of the potential WD,R such 
that deg,:;W < degW,,R and 
(3.13) w •. R+,:;w"' w.',R' 
for some Lie algebra £1 1 and its representation R1• Here, the symbol "-:::::=" means 
that the critical point(s) of the deformed potential is locally described by the new 
potential W0, ,R'. A deformation of this form leads to a spectral sequence that 
relates knot homologies 1-£B,R and 1-£B',R'. With the additional assumption that the 
spectral sequence converges after the first page one arrives at (3.12). Moreover, the 
difference 
(3.14) deg Wg,R - deg,:; W 
gives the q-grading of the corresponding differential. Notice, the condition 
deg,:; W < deg W,,R implies that this q-grading is positive. 
For example, among deformations of the degree-4 potential (3.8) one finds 
,:;w = zr, which leads to a differential of q-degree 1 that relates 1{'1(2),rn and 
1-lsl(2),o. This deformation has an obvious analog for higher rank 8 2-colored ho-
mology; it deforms the homogeneous polynomial w.l(N),rn(z1, z2) of degree N + 2 
in such a way that the deformed potential has a critical point described by the 
potential Wg',R' = w.l(N),D (z1) of degree N + 1. Therefore, it leads to a colored 
differential of q-degree 1, such that 
(3.15) (1-lsl(N),CD' dcolored) ~ 1-lsl(N),D. 
In section 4 we present further evidence for the existence of a differential with such 
properties not only in the doubly-graded sl(N) theory but also in the triply-graded 
knot homology that categorifies the colored HOMFLY polynomial. 
Similar colored differentials exist in other knot homologies associated with more 
general Lie algebras and representations. Basically, a knot homology associated 
to a representation R of the Lie algebra g comes equipped with a set of colored 
differentials that, when acting on 1-£B,R, lead to homological invariants associated 
with smaller representations (and, possibly, Lie algebras), 
(3.16) dimR' < dimR. 
While it would be interesting to perform a systematic classification of such colored 
differentials using the general principle (3.12), in this paper we limit ourselves only 
to symmetric and anti-symmetric representations of g = sl(N). 
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As we already discussed earlier, when R =A,.. hi the r-th anti-symmetric repre-
sentation of sl(N) the corresponding Landau-Ginzburg potential (3.6) is a homo-
geneous polynomial of degree N + 1. Equivalently, the potentials with a fixed value 
of r can be organized into a generating function, analogous to (3.7): 
(3.17) ~)-1)NtN+'w,,(N),A' (z1, ... ,zr) ~ log(1 + L~'zi). 
N ~ 
For example, in the first non-trivial case of r = 2 there are only two variables, 
Zl = Xl + X2 and Z2 = XlX2- For N = 2 one finds a "trivial" potential w81.(2),B 
of degree 3, which corresponds to the fact that the anti-symmetric repre~entation 
R ~ A2 (also denoted R ~ 8) is trivial in sl(2). For N ~ 3, the existence of 
the anti-symmetric tensor Eijk identifieb' the second anti-symmetric representation 
R ~ B with the fundamental representation of sl(3). The next case in this sequence, 
N = 4, is the first example where the second anti-symmetric representation is not 
related to any other representation of sl(4). According to (3.6) and (3.17), the 
corresponding potential is a homogeneous polynomial of degree 5, 
(3.18) 
Before studying deformations of this potential, we note that by a simple change of 
variables it is related to the potential 
(3.19) 
associated to a vector representation of so(6). This is a manifestation of the well 
known isomorphism sl(4) c:>' so(6) under which the six-dimensional anti-symmetric 
representation R ~ B of sl(4) is identified with the vector representation of so(6). 
This isomorphism can help us understand deformations of the potential W,,(<LB ~ 
W,o(6),V· Indeed, the deformations of w,o(N),V were already studied in [6]; they 
include several deformations which lead to canceling differentials and a deformation 
by L>W ~ y2 that leads to a universal diiferentialH.'o(N),V ~ H.''(N- 2),o. 
In view of the relation W,1(4J,B(zr,z2) ~ W,o(u),v(x,y), these deformations 
(and the corresponding differentials) should be present in the sl(4) theory as well. 
In particular, there are deformation~ of Ws 1(4),B that lead to canceling differentials 
and, more importantly, there is a deformation by ~ W = y 2 that leads to the 
universal differential which relates 1/so(fi),V ~ 1isl(4),EJ and 1is1(4),o. Note, from the 
viewpoint of the sl( 4) knot homology, this is exactly the colored differential dcolmed 
that does not change the rank of the Lie algebra, but changes the representation. 
Making use of (3.17) it is easy to verify that, for all values of N, the potential 
w,l(NJ,B admits a deformation by terms of degree N that leads to w,,(N),D and, 
therefore, to the analog of (3.15): 
(3.20) 
Much like in the case of the symmetric representations, this colored differential as 
well as canceling differentials come from the triply-graded theory that categorifies 
the B-colored HOMFLY polynomial (see section 5 for detaib). 
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4. Colored HOMFLY homology 
In this section we propose structural properties of the triply-graded theory cate-
gorifying the colored version of the reduced HOMFLY polynomial. The central role 
in this intricate network of structural properties belongs to the colored differentials, 
whose existence we already motivated in the previous sections. 
4.1. Structural properties. Let N and r be positive integers, and let 
H.'l(N),S'(K) denote a reduced doubly-graded homology theory categorifying 
Pf/ (K), the polynomial invariant of a knot K labeled with the r-th symmetric 
representation of sl(N). P'j." denotes the Poincare polynomial of H.''(N),S" (K). 
Motivated by physics, we expect that such theories with a given value of r have a 
lot in common. 
CoNJECTURE 4.1. For a knot K and a positive integer r, there exists a finite 
polynomial P 8"(K) E Z+[a±l,q±l,t±l] such that 
(4.1) p'j." (K)(q, t) ~ pS" (K)(a ~ qN,q, t), 
for all sufficiently large N. 
Since the left-hand side of (4.1) is a Poincare polynomial of a homology the-
ory, all coefficients of pS' (K)(a, q, t) must be nonnegative. This suggests that 
there exists a triply-graded horrwlogy theory whose Poincare polynomial is equal 
to P 8 "(K)(a,q,t), and whose Euler characteristic is equal to the normalized sr_ 
colored two-variable HOMFLY polynomial. 
As in the case of ordinary HOMFLY homology [3] (that, in fact, corresponds to 
r ~ 1) and in the case of Kauffman homology [6], this triply-gTaded theory comes 
with the additional structure of differentials, that will imply Conjecture 4.1. In 
particular, for each positive integer r we have a triply-graded homology theory of 
a knot K. lvioreover, these theories come with additional structure of differentials 
that, as in (3.16), allow us to pass from the homology theory with R ~ sr to the-
ories with R' = sm and m < T. 
Thus, we arrive to our main conjecture that describes the structure of the 
triply-graded homology categorifying the sr-colored HOMFLY polynomials: 
CONJECTURE 4.2. For every positive integer r there exists a triply-graded ho-
mology theory H.f ~ H.f.~.k (K) that categorifies the reduced two-variable sr-
colored HOMFLY polynomial of K. It comes with a family of differentials { dlf}, 
with N E Z, and also with an additional collection of universal colored differentials 
dr--+m, for every 1 :::; m < r, satisfying the following properties: 
• Categorification: 1{~r categorifies pS'" : 
x(H.~' (K)) ~ P8'(K). 
• Anticommutativity: The differentials {d)(,' } anticommute6 : 
df df; ~ -d'f,'; df. 
• Finite support: 
6 cj. comments following (2.11) 
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o Specializations: For N > 1, the homology of Ji~' (K) with respect to d7: is 
isomorphic to Ji'l(N),S'(K): 
( Ji~' (K), d'/,;) ""}{'l(N),S' (K). 
• Canceling differentials: The differentials df'. and df!_: are canceling: the ho-
mology of Jif (K) with respect to the differentials df and dB_~ is one-dimensional, 
with the gradings of the remaining generators being simple invariants of the knot K. 
o Vertical Colored differentials: The differentials dfk, for 1 $ k $ r- 1, 
have a-degree -1, and the homology of Ji~·· (K) with respect to the differential 
df~k is isomorphic, after simple regrading that preserves a- and t-gradings, to the 
k-colored homology Ht ( K). 
• Universal Colored differentials: For any positive integer m, with m < r, the 
differentials dT--+m. have a-degree zero, and the homology of 1-lr (K) with respect 
to the colored differential d.r--+m is isomorphic (after regrading) to the m-colored 
homology Ji~"'(K): 
A combinatorial definition of a triply-graded theory with the structure given 
in Conjecture 4.2, as well as of the homologies 1/''l(N),S' (K) for r > 1 and N > 2, 
still does not exist in the literature. 
Even though there is no such combinatorial definition, one can use any combina-
tion of the above axioms as a definition, and the remaining properties as consistency 
checks. In particular, one can obtain various consequence of the Conjecture 4.2 and 
properties of the triply-graded homology Ji8'', along with the predictions for the 
triply-graded homology of simple knots. 
In the rest of this section we give a summary of these properties, including 
some non-trivial checks. 
4.2. A word on grading conventions. So far we summarized the general 
structural properties of the colored knot homology. Now we are about to make 
it concrete and derive explicit predictions for colored homology groups of simple 
knots. This requires committing to specific grading conventions, as well as other 
choices that may affect the form of the answer. It is important to realize, however, 
that none of these affect the very existence of the structural properties, which are 
present with any choices and merely may look different. While some of these choices 
will be discussed in section 6.2, here we focus on 
• choices that associate various formulae to a Young tableaux A. versus its 
transpose At; 
• choices of grading, e.g. grading conventions used in this paper (that we 
sometimes refer to as "old") and grading conventions used in most of the 
existent literature [3, 58, 59] (that we sometimes call "new" in view of 
the forthcoming work [60] based on this choice). 
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The first choice here breaks the symmetry ("mirror symmetry") between repre-
sentations ST and AT. Indeed, since in view of the Conjecture 1.1 the triply-graded 
homologies associated with these representations are essentially identical and can 
be packaged in a single theory 'H_T 1 one has a choice whether sr homologies arise 
for N > 0 or N < 0. 
The second choice listed here starts with different grading assignments, but 
turns out to be exactly the same as the first choice. In other words, the "old" 
gradings and "new" gradings are related by ''mirror symmetry." Another way to 
describe this is to note, that in grading conventions of this paper the ST -colored 
superpolynomials are related (by a simple change of variables) to the A' -colored 
invariants that one would find by following the same steps in grading conventions 
of e.g. [3, 58, 59]: 
(4.2) 
Note that the ST -colored invariant is related to the AT -colored invariant, and vice vers~. The explicit change of variables in this transformation is sensitive to even 
more elementary redefinitions, such as a --+ a 2 and q --+ q2 which is ubiquitous in 
knot theory literature. For example, with one of the most popular choices of a-
and q-grading, the transformation of variables / gradings looks like: 
(4.3) 
A 1---7 at3 , 
qt' , 
1 
q 
The moral of the story is that, besides the grading conventions used in the 
earlier literature, the present paper offers yet another choice of grading conventions 
consistent with all the structural properties. And the relation between the two 
grading conventions can be viewed as a manifestation of mirror symmetry (1.10). 
Keeping these words of caution in mind, now let us take a closer look at the structure 
of the colored knot homology. 
4.3. Consequences of Conjecture 4.2. First of all, our main Conjecture 
4.2 implies the Conjecture 4.1. Indeed, in order to be consistent with the special-
ization a= qN from (4.1), the q-degree of the differential d}; must be proportional 
toN. Since Jif has finite support, this leads to the Conjecture 4.1, with pS' (K) 
being the Poincare polynomial of Jif ( K). 
More precisely, the differentials dfJ, N 2:: 1, are expected to have the following 
degrees: 
deg(d};)=(-1,N,-1), N>O, 
which is consistent with the specialization a= qN and the formula (3.14) that de-
termines the q-grading of the corresponding differential in the doubly-graded theory. 
In fact, the differential d'J: acts on the the following bi-graded chain complex: 
c;~iN),Sr = E9 w_r,;,k? 
iN+j=p 
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and has q-degree 0, and t-degree -1. The homology of C'l(N),S' with respect to 
dfj; is isomorphic to 'Hsl(N),S,... 
In general, the degrees of the differentials d'J:., for N E Z are given by: 
deg(d%') 
deg(d'J:) 
(-1,N,-1), 
(-1,N,-3), 
N 2 1-r, 
N 0:: -r. 
We note that for every r 2 1, and every N E Z, the degree of the differential d'J:. 
has the form deg(d'J:) = (-1,N,•). 
4.3.1. Canceling differentials. Canceling differentials appear in all conjectural 
triply-graded theories, including the ordinary HOMFLY homology and the Kauff-
man homology. The defining property of a canceling differential is that the ho-
mology of the triply-graded theory with respect to this differential is ''trivial", i.e. 
isomorphic to the homology of the unknot. In reduced theory, this means tho.t the 
resulting homology is one-dimensional. Furthermore, the degree of the remaining 
generator depends in a particularly simple way on the knot. 
In the case of the colored HOMFLY homology }{8 '., the canceling differentials 
are d'[,.. and df!_~ . Their degrees are: 
deg(df) 
deg(d::~) 
(-1, 1, -1), 
(-1,-r,-3). 
Note that for r = 1 this agrees with the gradings of the canceling differentials 
in the ordinary triply-graded HOMFLY homology. (Keep in mind, though, the 
conventions we are using in this paper, see Remark A.l.) For either of the two 
canceling differentials, the degree of the surviving generator depends only on the 
S-invariant7 of a knot 1(, introduced in [3]. In particular, the surviving generators 
have the following (a, q, t)-degrees: 
(4.4) deg H. (K), d1 ( S' S') (rS, -rS, 0), 
deg ( }{~'( K), d::~) (rS, r 2 S, 2rS) . 
Note, that the remaining generator with respect to dfj'r has t-degree equal to zero. 
4. 3. 2. Vertical Colored differentials. Arguably, the most interesting feature of 
the colored triply-graded theory is the existence of colored differentials. They allow 
to pass from the homology theory for a representation R = S" to the homology 
theory for another representation R 1 = sm, with m < r. 
The first group of colored differentials are "vertical'' colored differentials df.:_k, 
for 1 <:: k <:: r - 1. As said before, the degrees of these differentials are 
(4.5) deg(df~k) = (-1, 1- k,-1), 1 S k S r -1. 
The homology of1l8' with respect to the differential d[k, for any k = 1, ... , r-
1, is (up to a simple regrading) isomorphic to 1l8 ''. 
7 Again, the value that we are using here is half of the value defined in [3]. 
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In particular, up to an overall shift of the a-grading, the a- and t-gradings of 
the8~o~~logies .match. More precisely, the Poincare polynomial of the homology (Jl , d1_k) satrsfies: 
(4.6) (1l8', dfk)(a, q = 1, t) = a(r-k)S ps" (a, q = 1, t), 
where the S-invariant is defined by (4.4). The q-grading is controlled in the follow-
ing way: the canceling differentials df and df!.__~ of 1-£ 8 ~.: correspond to two canceling 
differentials of(Ji3',df~k) of degrees (-1,1+r-k,-1) and (-1,-r,-3), respec-
tively. 
In the particular case of the differential df that allows passage from sr -colored 
homology to the uncolored Sl-homology, the explicit regrading is particularly sim-
ple: 
(4.7) (Jls',df)(a,q,t) = a(r-1)S pO(a,qr,t). 
4.3.3. Universal Colored differentials. The universal colored differentials in the 
triply-graded theory are "universal" analogs of the colored differentials in the 
doubly-graded theory (3.15): 
H''(N),S' ~ Jl''(N),S''-'. 
As explained in sect.ion 3, these colored differentials come from the deformations of 
the Landau-Ginzburg potentials. 
Since colored differentials are universal in the triply-graded theory- i.e. they 
relate colored triply-graded homologies without even specializing to doubly-graded 
sl(N) theories- they should have zero a-degree. This property distinguishes them 
clearly from the vertical colored differentials. 
Furthermore, as explajned in section 3, the basic colored differential d,..____,(
7
·-I) 
should have q-degree equal to 1. Then, it is easy to see that consistency of the theory 
also reguires this differential to have zero t-grading. Combining all of these fact.s, 
we conclude that the (a, q, t)-degree of the differentials dr-->(r- 1) is equal to (0, 1, 0). 
More generally, we expect that the degree of the differential dr->m depends only 
on the difference r - m and the homology of ut· ( K) with respect to the colored 
differential dr_,m is isomorphic (up to regrading) to Ji~m (K). The explicit form of 
the regrading for the colored differential d2_, 1 is as follows: the Poincare polynomial 
of the homology (Jlrn,d2_,1) is equal to P 0 (a 2 ,q2 , t 2q). Put differently, 
(4.8) 
In general, the explicit regrading is very subtle (unlike the case of the vertical 
colored differentials). 
We point out that, form< m1 < r, the homology ((Ji3',dr->m,),dm,_,m) 
does not need to coincide with the homology (Jl8', dr_,m)· 
4.4. Second symmetric representation. In this subsection we focus on the 
case r = 2, i.e. on the homology 1l rn ( K). Specialization of the above mentioned 
properties to r = 2 gives: 
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• Two canceling differentials dfD and d~ that have degrees: 
deg(di") 
deg(d5:) 
(-1, 1, -1), 
( -1, -2, -3). 
• The generator that survives the differential dfD has degree (28, -28, 0). 
o The generator that survives the differential d5: has degree (2S, 4S, 4S). 
o The vertical colored differential d!;" has degree (-1,0, -1). 
• The Poincare polynomial of the homology (Jirn(K),d!;") is equal to 
a 8P 0 (K)(a, q2 , t). 
• The colored differential d2 _,1 has degree (0, 1, 0). 
• The Poincare polynomial of the homology (Jirn (K), d2_,J) is equal to 
P 0 (K)(a2 , q2 , t 2 q). 
In addition, the homology ofJiiTl(K) with respect to the differential df' should 
be isomorphic (after specialization a= q2) to Ji''('),rn(K). To find the latter ho-
mology one can use the isomorphism (3.10) with }{'0 ( 3 ).V(K) which, in turn, can 
be obtained from the triply-graded Kauffman homology J{Kauff(K) studied in [6]. 
Indeed, the doubly-graded homology }{'o(').V (K) is isomorphic to the homology 
of J[Kauff (K) with respect to the corresponding differential d3 from [6], after the 
specialization A= q2 . Usually, that differential d3 acts trivially; in particular, this 
is the case for all knots that we analyze below. 
The structure of the homology 1-{_ITJ (K) with the above differentials allows us 
to compute it for various small knots, as we shall illustrate next. 
4.4.1. Ji8' and ps' for small knots. The homology Jirn(K) and the super-
polynomial prn(K)(a,q,t) (=the Poincare polynomial of }{ITJ(K)) must satisfy 
the following properties: 
• specialization tot= -1 gives the reduced rn-colored HOMFLY polyno-
mial prn(K) 8 
• specialization to a = q2 gives the Poincare polynomial P,f' (K) of the 
homology Ji''('),rn(K). This homology is isomorphic to }{'0 ( 3),V(K). To 
find the latter one, we use the results from Table 3 of [6], if available." 
8 In order to find the colored HOMFLYpolynomial prn(K) one can use e.g. equation (3.25) 
in [26} and the values for the BPS invariants NITJ,g,Q tabulated in section 6 of that paper. The 
result gives the unreduced two-variable colored HOMFLYpolynomial. In order to find the reduced 
polynomial, one should divide the unreduced polynomial by: 
(a- a-l)(aq- a-lq-1) 
(q- q 1 )(q' - q ') 
The results from [26] enable us to compute the reduced rn-colored HOMFLY polynomial for the 
knots 31, 41, 51 and 61. Another useful source of the colored HOMFLY polynomials and their 
specializations to a= q2 and a= q3 is the KnotAtlas [5ti], which the reader may want to consult 
for many other knots. 
9In all examples we have computed, the values i + j for all nontrivial Kauffman homology 
groups 1-l~J.Jff ( K) have the same parity. Thus the differential d3 on the Kauffman homology, 
which is of degree ( -1, 2, -1), is trivial. Consequently, the Poincare polynomial pso(3),V (K)(q, t) 
is equal to the A = q2 specialization of the Poincare superpolynomial of the Kauffman homology 
pKauff(K)(.\ = q2, q, t) in all our examples. 
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o J{rn (K) comes equipped with the differentials described in section 4.4. 
These requirements are more than sufficient to determine the colored su-
perpolynomial for many small knots. As the first example, we consider the 
trefoil knot: 
Example. The trefoil knot 31 
The reduced rn-colored HOMFLY polynomial of the trefoil knot is 
equal to (see e.g. [26, 57]): 
prn(31 ) = a2q-2 + a2q + a'q' + a2q4 _a·'_ a'q _ a3q3 _ a'q4 + a4q3. 
The homology }{'0 ( 3),V(31) is computed in [6] (see eq. (6.14) and Table 3). 
Hence we have: 
P,f' (3t) = q' + qst2 + q"t2 + q"t' + q7 t' + qst4 + qgts + qlOt' + qnt6 
From these two expressions we immediately deduce the colored superpoly-
nomial of the trefoil10 : 
(4.9) prn(3t)=a2(q- 2 + qt2 + g"t2 + q4t4)+a3(f3 + qt3 + q3 t 5 + q4t5)+a4q3t 6 
Note that its specializations tot = -1 and a = q2 give prn(31) and 
P,f' (31), respectively. Moreover, the corresponding homology J{ITJ (31) also 
enjoys the action of two canceling differentials and one colored differentiaL 
In order to visualize this homology, we represent each generator by a dot 
in the (a, g)-plane, with a label denoting its t-grading. In Figure 3, the 
canceling differential dF is represented by a blue arrow, the canceling 
differential d~ is represented by a red arrow, the colored differential d2-+1 
is represented by a magenta arrow, while the vertical colored differential 
d!;" is represented by dashed light blue arrow. 
The generator that survives di" has degree (2, -2, 0), while the one 
that survives d5: has degree (2, 4, 4). Both are consistent with the S-
invariant of the trefoil S(31) = 1 and the general discussion in section 4.4. 
The Poincare polynomial of the homology with respect to the colored dif-
ferential d2 -+ 1 is equal to: 
a2q-2 + a2q4t4 + a4q3t6 
1 
while the Poincare polynomial of the homology with respect to the vertical 
colored differential d~ is equal to: 
a2q-2 + a2q2t4 + a3t'. 
A careful reader will notice that the last two expressions are equal to 
P 0 (3l)(a2 , q2, t 2q) and aP 0 (31)(a, q2, t), respectively, where P 0 (31)(a, q, t) 
is the ordinary superpolynomial, whose explicit form is written in (A.l). 
10 As discussed in section 4 2, there are two different possibilities for grading conventions. 
Besides the grading conventions discussed in most of this paper, there are also "new" grading 
conventions where the a and q de!2:rees are both twice the value of the corresponding degrees m 
the conventions that we are using in this paper, while the t-degree change is more subtle. The 
value of the colored superpolynom1al of the trefoil in the "new" gradings is given by 
p~w grad.(3t) = a4(q-4 + q2t'l + q4tG + q8t8) + a6(t5 + q2t1 + q6t9 + q8tll) + a8q6t12_ 
We note that in these gradings, the answer coincides with [58, 59]. 
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FIGURE 3. The reduced S 2-colored homology of the trefoil knot. 
This computation can be easily extended to many other small knots. We list 
the results for all prime knots with up to 6 crossings in Tables 1 and 2. The fact 
that the structure described in this section works beautifully for all knots with up 
to 6 crossings is already an impressive test of our main Conjecture 4.2. However, 
to convince even hard-boiled skeptics, in appendix B we carry out a much more 
challenging computation of the colored HOMFLY homology for "thick" knots 819 
and 942· 
We notice that all computations of colored homologies in this paper are done 
by hand, only by using the existence and properties of the differentials described in 
this section. Moreover, in majority of the cases only a few of the differentials are 
used to obtain the result, which than matched perfectly all the remaining properties. 
smaller[3] 
4.5. Differentials for higher symmetric representations. Now let us 
consider the triply graded homology H.8 '. of knots and links colored by the rep-
resentation R = sr with more general r 2: 1. Much as in the case r = 2 considered 
in the previous subsection, we expect that H 8 r comes equipped with the following 
differentials: 
• canceling differential df of degree ( -1, 1, -1), whose homology is one-
dimensional and consists, of a degree (rS, -rS, 0) generator; 
• canceling differential df!_'r of degree (-1, -r, -3), which leaves behind a 
one-dimensional homology with a generator of degree (rS, r 2S, 2rS); 
• for every 1 .:::; k < r, there exists a vertical colored differential df_:k of 
degree (-1, 1- k, -1), such that the homology of 1-1. 8 " with respect to 
df~k is isomorphic to H 8k; 
• for every 1 .::; m < r, there exists a universal colored differential dr--+m 
which, when acting on H 8 r, leaves behind the homology H 8 -rn. In partic-
ular, the colored differential dr--;(r- 1) has degree (0, 1, 0). 
r 
I 
1 
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Knot prn 
31 a2(q't' + q-z + qt' + q4t4) + a3(q4t5 + q"t' + t" + qt") + a4q"t" 
41 a-'q-zt-4 + (a-1q-3 + a-1q-')c" + (q-3 + a-1q-1 + a-1 )C2+ 
+(q-2 + q-1 + a-1 + a-lq)t-1 + (q-1 + 3 + q) + (q' + q +a+ aq-1 )t+ 
+(q3 + aq + a)t2 + (aq3 + aq2)t3 + a 2q2t4 
51 a 4q-4 + (a4q-1 + a4)t2 + (a5q-2 + a 5 q-1)t3+ 
+(a4 q2 + a 4q3 + a 4q4)t4 + (a5q + 2a5q2 + a 5q3)t5 + 
+(a4q5 + a•q6 + aBq)tB + (a'q4 + 2a'q' + a'qB)f" + 
+(a4qB + a"q4 + aBq')tB + (a'q7 + a'qB)tg + a6q7tlD 
52 a 2q-2 + (a2q-1 + a 2)t + (2a2q + a 2q2 + a 3q- 2 + a 3q-1 )t2 + 
+(a2q2 + a 2q3 + 2a3 + 2a3q)t3 + (a2q4 + 2a3q + 3a3q2 + a 3q3 + a 4)t4+ 
+(2a3q3 + 2a3q4 + a 4 + 2a4q + a 4q2)t5 + 
+(a3q4 + a"q' + a4q2 + 3a4q3 + a4q4)t6+ 
+(a4q3 + 2a4q4 + a4q5 + a'q2 + a'q")t" + 
+(a4q6 + a'q3 + a'q4)tB + (a'q' + a'qB)t9 + a6q5t1D 
TABLE 1. Colored superpolynomial for prime knots with up to 5 crossings. 
4.5.1. Colored superpolynomial pS' for the trefoil. It can be computed by re-
quiring that its specialization tot= -1 equals the reduced S 3-colored HOMFLY 
polynomial and that it enjoys the action of the canceling and the first colored dif-
ferentials of appropriate degrees. In particular, according to the general rules ( 4.4), 
we require that the remaining generator with respect to the dF action has degree 
(3, -3, 0), while the remaining generator with respect to the action of d~ has 
degree (3, 9, 6). For the colored differential d3_,2 we require that the remaining ho-
mology should have rank 9, just like H.rn (31). From these, we obtain the following 
result: 
pS' (31) = a3q-3 + (a"q + a3q2 + a3q3)tz + (a• + a•q + a4q')t3 + 
+(a"q' + a"q6 + a"q7)t4 + (a4q4 + 2a4q5 + 2a•q" + a4q7)t' + 
+(a'q• + a'q' + a'q6 + a"qg)t6 + (a•q• + a4q9 + a4q1D)t7 + 
+(a'qs + a'q" + a'q1o)ts + a6q9t9 
Note, there exists a differential d3_,1 on H. 8 ' (31) of degree (0, 4, 2), such that the 
homology with respect to this differential is of rank 3, as H. 0 (31). 
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Knot piTl 
+(aq- 2 + 1 + 3q + 3aq- 1 + 2q2 + za)t+ 
62 a4qllts + (a3q6 + a3q7)t7 + (a4q3 + azq1)to + (za3q3 + za3q4)ts+ 
+(a"-+ a2q3 + 3azq4 + azqs)t4 + (za3 + za3q + aq4 + aqs)t3 + (3azq + azqz)e+ 
+(aaq-3 + a3q-z + aq + aqz)t + (azq-3 + 3azq-z + azq-1 + qz)+ 
+(aq-z + aq-l)cl + azq-scz + (aq-s + aq-4)c3 + q-4t-4+ 
+(1 + q)(l + a-Iqt-1)(1 + a-lq-zt-3) x [a4q4t7 + (a'tq3 + a:'q't)to+ 
+(a4q + a3q3)ts + (a3qz + a:.~q)t4 + a3t3 + (a3q-z + az)tz]. 
63 azqsl" + (aqs + aq6)ts + (azqz + qs)t4 + (2aqz + 2aq3)t3+ 
+(azq-1 + qz + 3q3 + q4)e + (zaq-1 + za + a-tq3 + a-lq4)t 
+(q-1 + s + q) + (aq-4 + aq-3 + za-1 + za-lq)t-1 + (q-4 + 3q-3 + q-z +a -zq)t-z+ 
+(ZU-lq-3 + za-lq-2)C3 + (q-G + a-2q-2)C'l + (U-lq-6 + a-lq-s)t-5 + a-2q-5C6+ 
+(1 + q)(l + a-lqcl)(l + a-tq-2t-::l) x [a2q3t5 + (a2q + aq3)t4+ 
+(a2 + aq2 + aq)e + aae + (aq- 1 + aq-2 + I)t + (aq-a + q- 1) + q-at- 1]. 
TABLE 2. Colored superpolynomml for pnme knots with 6 crossings. 
Also, there exists a differential dlf" of degree ( -1, 0, -1) such that the Poincare 
polynomial of (1-/=(31), dlf") is equal to a 2 P 0 (31)(a, q3, t). 
Finally, there exists a differential d:rr,' of degree (-1,-1,-1) such that the 
homology(1-i=(31),d:rr,') is isomorphic to 1-irn(3I). 
In Appendix C we compute also the S3-colored homology of the figure-eight 
knot 41. 
4.5.2. Size of the homology. Computations show that for a knot K, the rank 
of the homology 1{8 ' grows exponentially with r. In particular, this makes the 
computation of the homologies 1{8 " (K) difficult for larger. (In fact, even for r > 2 
the size of the homology is too big to make computations practical.) To be more 
precise, for all thin and torus knots studied here we find: 
(4.10) 
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5. Mirror symmetry for knots 
In this section, we observe a remarkable "mirror symmetry" relation (1.11) 
between two completely different triply-graded homology theories associated with 
symmetric and anti-symmetric representations of sl(N), which will allow us to 
formulate even a bigger theory that will contain both. As a first step, however, we 
need to extend the discussion in section 4 to the HOMFLY homology colored by 
anti-symmetric representations of sl(N). 
5.1. Anti-symmetric representations. Much as for the symmetric repre-
sentation sr, we can repeat the analysis for the anti-symmetric representations Ar 
of sl(N). 
In particular, for every positive integer r there exists a triply-graded homology 
theory 1-/A" (K), together with the collection of differentials {dj\;}, N E Z, such 
that the homology with respect to dj\; is isomorphic to 1-l''(N),A- (K). Moreover, it 
comes equipped with the collection of "universal" colored differentials, like in the 
case of the symmetric representations. The homologies 1-/A" (K), together with all 
the differentials, satisfy the same properties as 1-/8 " (K) from Conjecture 4.2. 
Again, we have two canceling differentials, this time d~~ and d~'" of (a, q, t)-
degrees (-1,-1,-3) and (-1,r,-1), respectively. The origin of these differentials 
is clear, and can be inferred either from deformations of B-model potentials, as in 
section 3, or from basic representation theory. For example, the fact the represen-
tation Ar of sl(r) is trivial gives rise to a canceling differential d~". 
Another basic fact is Ar e; A for g = sl ( r + 1), which leads to the relation 
(5.1) 1{'l(r+l),A" (K) e; 1{'l(r+l),o(K). 
For the triply-graded theory }{A" (K), this relation implies that the a= qr+ 1 spe-
cializations of the homologies ('HA'(K),d~~1 ) and (1{ 0 (K),d~+1 ) should be iso-
morphic. 
Like in the case of symmetric representations, all the required properties allow 
computation of the anti-symmetric homology for various small knots. Below, we 
provide the details for the trefoil knot. 
Using the isomorphism so(6) e; sl(4) under which the vector representation of 
so(6) is identified with the anti-symmetric representation of sl(4), we conclude 
(5.2) 1{''(4l,B(K) e; 1{'o(6),v(K) 
From this relation 11 we immediately find 
(5.3) 1{'!(4),8(31) = q4 + q6t2 + q7t2 + q8t3 + q9t3 + q10t4 + q11t5 + q12t5 + q13t6 
Also, for g = sl(3) we have A2 e; A, which implies another useful relation 
(5.4) 
For the trefoil, this gives: 
(5.5) 
11 Here, in comparing the two homology theories we take into account that q-gradings differ 
by a factor of 2. 
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Combining this data with the colored HOMFLY polynomial 
(5.6) pB (a, q) = a2(q-4 + q-2 + q-1 + q2) _ a'(q-4 + q-3 + q-1 + 1) + a4q-3 
we easily find the anti-symmetric version of the superpolynomial for the trefoil knot: 
(5.7) 
pB (31) = a2(q-•+q-2t' +q-1e +q2t4) +a'(q-•t' +q-'t' +q-1t5 +t5) +a4q-3t6 
a 
4 
3 
2 
q 
-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 
FIGURE; 4. The reduced A 2-colored homology of the trefoil 
The homology tiB(31) is shown on the Figure 4 below. It has the following 
differentials: 
• canceling differential d§1 of (a, q, t)-degree ( -1, -1, -3) 
• canceling differential d~ of (a, q, t)-degree ( -1, 2, -1) reflects the fact that 
A2 is trivial in sl(2) theory 
• differential d~ of (a, q, t )-degree ( -1, 3, -1) reflects the fact that A 2 '>' A 
in sl(3) theory and gives, cf. (5.5): 
(5.8) a 2q-4t 0 + a 2q- 2t 2 + a 3q-3 t 3 ·~" ti''(3),8(3 1 ) 
• differential d~ of (a,q, t)-degree (-1,0, -3) gives: 
(5.9) a 2 q-2 t 2 + a 2 q2 t4 + a 3 q0t5 = at2P 0 (31)(a, q2 , t). 
(5.10) 
• universal differential d~_, 1 of (a, q, t)-degree (0, 1, 0) gives: 
a
2q-4t0 + a 2q2t4 + a 4q-3t6 = P 0 (a2 ,q",q-1t2 ) 
5.2. Mirror symmetry for knot homology. By computing the triply-
graded homologies tis' (K) and tiA'. (K) for various small knots, we discover the 
following remarkable symmetry between these two classes of theories, labeled by 
R = S' and R =A': 
(5.11) 
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Furthermore, this symmetry extends to the differentials as welL More precisely, let 
(5.12) 
be the isomorphisms from (5.11). Then 
(5.13) ¢dfj; = d~~ ¢, NEZ. 
As the first illustration of the mirror symmetry, let us compare the second 
symmetric and anti-symmetric homology for the trefoil knot. From Figures 3 and 
4 it is clear that "mirror symmetry" is manifest both for the homology (5.11) and 
for the differentials (5.13). The explicit t-grading change in (5.11) in this case is 
given by: 
(5.14) 
for the trefoil knot. 
The first implication of the mirror symmetry is that one can combine tis' (K) 
and tiA' (K) into a single homology theory. By setting ti''(K) to be tiS' (K), we 
obtain the Conjecture 1.1. More precisely, we conjecture the following: 
CONJECTURE 5.1. For every positive integer r there exists a triply-graded ho-
mology theory ti:(K) = tif;,k(K), that comes with a family of differentials {diV}, 
with N E Z, and also with an additional collection of universal colored differentials 
dr--+m, for every 1 .S m < r, satisfying the following properties: 
• Mirror Symmetry 
tir.;,,(K) '>' tif;,,(K) '>' 1i.~~; .• (K). 
• Categorification: 1-l: categorifies P 8 r and pA" 
x(ti:(K)) = pS' (K)(a,q) = pA'(K)(a, q-1). 
• Anticommutativity: The differentials { d%'} anticommute12 : 
d}vd]111 = -d~d}v. 
• Finite support: 
dim(ti:) < +oo. 
• Specializations: For N > 1, the homology of ti:(K) with respect to diV is 
isomorphic to ti''(N),S' (K): 
(ti:(K), dN) '>' ti'l(N),S' (K). 
For N :<:; -2r, the homology of ti:(K) with respect to d1V is isomorphic to 
ti''( -N),A' (K): 
(ti:(K), diV) '>' ti'l(-N),A' (K). 
• Canceling differentials: The differentials dl and d'':_r are canceling: the ho-
mology of ti:(K) with respect to the differentials d~ and d'_, is one-dimensional. 
This reflects the fact that S' representation of sl(1) and A'' representation of sl(r) 
are trivial. 
12 cj. comments following (2.11) 
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o sl(N) Colored differentials: For every 1 :<:; k :<:; r -1, the homology of 1-l:(K) 
with respect to the differential dr_r-k is isomorphic to 1-lk(K): 
(1-l:(K), d'~r-k) ~ 1-lk(K), 1 :'0 k :<:; r- 1, 
reflecting the fact that Ar ~ Ak for sl(r + k), where 1 :<:; k :<:; r -1. 
o Vertical Colored differentials: The differentials dl-k> for 1 :<:; k :<:; r -1, have 
a-degree -1, and the homology of 1-l:(K) with respect to the differential dl-k is 
isomorphic (after simple regrading that preserves a- and t-gradings), to 1-l~ ( K): 
(1-l:(K), d!-k) ~ 1-lk(K), 1 :<:; k :<:; r- 1. 
• Universal Colored differentials: For any positive integer m, with m < r, 
the differentials dr-;mhave a-degree zero, and the homology of 1-l:(K) with respect 
to the colored differential dr-+m is isomorphic (after regrading) to 1-l',;'(K): 
Example. 7-l3 for the trefoil knot 
As another example of the symmetry (5.11), and this time for degree 
higher than 2, let us consider 7-l 3 (3,). Besides the two canceling differentials 
d~ and d': 3 , we alBo have the differential d':4 of degree ( -1, -4, -3). The 
homology with respect to this differential is equal to 
(5.15) (7-i3 (31), d': 4 ) = a 3q7 t 4 + a 3q9t6 + a 4 q8t? 
The explicit t-grading change in (5.11) for the trefoil and r = 3 is given by: 
(5.16) 1-l~j,k(3,) ~ 1-l~,4i-k-6(3,). 
With this change of gradings, the "mirror image" of (5.15) is equal to 
a 3q-9t0 +a3q-7t 2+a4q-8t3 which, according to the Conjecture 1.1, should 
be equal to the homology (1-l§(3,), d~). In particular, for a= q4 it implies 
that the Poincare polynomial of (7-l§(3 1 ),d~) is equal to q3 +q5 t 2 +qBt'. 
The latter, in turn, is equal to P 0 (3,)(a = q<, q, t) (see (A.l)), in agreement 
with the isomorphism A3 ~A for sl(4). 
In Appendix C we compute 7-l3 of the figure-eight knot and show that it satisfies 
all of the properties from conjecture 5. 1. 
It is straightforward to check that the triply-graded colored HOMFLY homolo-
gies of other knots that we computed in Section 4 satisfy all the required properties 
of tl2 . 
As for the t-grading change in (5.11) for an arbitrary knot, ¢sends a generator 
x of (a,q, t)-degree (i,j, k) to a generator of degree (i, -j,4i- k + 2ro'(x)). Here 
15' (x) is a certain grading of the generator x, generalizing the IS-grading of the ordi-
nary HOMFLY homology 7-l 0 . In the case of thin knots, 15'-grading of all generators 
is equal to the S-invariant of knots. 
r 
I 
I 
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Now, since the t-gradings of x and ¢(x) have the same parity, by decategori-
fying (5.11) we get the following simple and beautiful relation between the colored 
HOMFLY polynomials: 
(5.17) pS" (K)(a, q) = pA" (K)(a, q- 1). 
To the best of our knowledge, this relation has not been observed before. It gener-
alizes the symmetry q ++ q- 1 of the (ordinary) HOMFLY polynomial. 
Based on the above observations about the mirror symmetry for symmetric 
and anti-symmetric representations, we speculate that this symmetry extends to 
arbitrary representations: for a representation R of sl(N) that corresponds to a 
partition A, we conjecture: 
(5.18) 
where A' is the dual (transpose) partition of A. Here, we also tacitly assume that for 
every partition A there exists a triply-graded homology theory 1-l"(K) categorifying 
the A-colored HOMFLY polynomiaL 
Furthermore, decategorifying the isomorphism (5.18) we obtain the following 
symmetry of the colored HOMFLY polynomials (see appendix A for conventions): 
(5.19) P'(K)(a,q) = p>' (K)(a, q-1 ). 
5.3. Physical interpretation. The only evidence for the mirror symmetry 
(5.18) and for its polynomial version (5.19) comes from the physical interpretation 
of knot homologies I polynomials in terms of BPS invariants. Indeed, the symmetry 
(5.19) of the reduced colored HOMFLY polynomial is a direct consequence of the 
corresponding symmetry for the unreduced colored HOMFLY polynomial: 
(5.20) ?"' (K)(a,q) = (-1)1"1 ?'(K)(a,q-1 ), 
where 1A1 is the total number of boxes in the partition A. This symmetry, in turn, 
follows 13 from the explicit form of the colored HOMFLY polynomial [15]: 
(5.21) 
written in terms of the ordinary (that is, unrefined) BPS invariants Ni~j(K) and 
from the property of the integer BPS invariants [26, eq. (2.17)]: 
(5.22) N,~(K) = (-1)1"1+1 N,~_,(K). 
Indeed, when combined, (5.21) and (5.22) imply that under q ++ q-1 the unreduced 
colored HOMFLY polynomial of every knot has parity ( -1)1"1. In particular, this is 
true for the unknot. Hence, the normalized colored HOMFLY polynomial, defined 
as the ratio ofP"(K) and ?'(Q), enjoys the symmetry (5.19). 
There is a refined I homological version of (5.20) and (5.22) that leads to (5.18). 
Much as the colored HOMFLY polynomial can be written in terms of the unrefined 
l:O: Another way to derive (5.20) is to use the properties of the Clebsch-Gordon coefficients for 
the symmetric group CA~-tt,_,t = C>,p.v and the characters S>,t (q) = ( -l)IAI- 1 S~(q-1 ) in eq.(2.6) of 
[61], which describes the geometric origin of the q-dependence in the colored HOMFLY polynomail. 
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BPS invariahts Ni~i(K), the unnormalized superpolynomial of every knot K can 
be expressed in terms of the refined integer BPS invariants [4]: 
(5.23) 
The refined BPS invariants Df;,k(K) enjoy a symmetry that generalizes (5.22), 
(5.24) 
and follows from the CPT symmetry of the five-brane theory in (1.4) or (1.6). The 
normalized/ reduced version of the symmetry (5.24) is precisely (5.18). 
Further details and interpretation of the mirror symmetry (5.18) for the triply-
graded knot homology will appear elsewhere. 
6. Unreduced colored HOMFLY homology 
Here we compute the unreduced colored superpolynomial and the colored HOM-
FLY polynomial of the unknot and the Hopf link by using the refined topological 
vertex approach from [9]. The formulas obtained there are partition functions, pre-
sented in the form of the quotient of two infinite series. Below we find the explicit 
closed form expressions for the unreduced sr -colored HOMFLY homology of the 
unknot and the Hopf link. More precisely, we evaluate eq. (67) of [9], according 
to which the unreduced superpolynomial ( = the Poincare polynomial of the unre-
duced triply-graded colored homology) of the Hopf link with components colored 
by partitions A and p. is given by: 
(6.1) 
where 
The unreduced superpolynomial of the unknot colored by A is obtained by setting 
J1. = 0 in (6.1). 
The chan_ge of variables from topological strings variables (Q,q1 ,q2 ) to knot 
theory variables (a, q, t) used in this paper is given by: 
(6.2) q, 
-tq, 
-ta-2 . 
In particular, the specialization ql = qz corresponds to the specialization t = -1 in 
the homological knot invariants. 
By expanding the product of the Schur functions as 
S>.Sfl = L c'f,t-tstf', 
'P 
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where c'f.t-t is the Littlewood-Richardson coefficient, we obtain: 
"'""'"'""' llll_ojJ_~- - t Z:w = L_- cr.~ L_-( -Q)" q2' q1 ' Zv(q1, q2)Zv'(q2, q1)s'P(q?_PqJ"" ) 
'P 
Lc'f,fLZtp. 
'P 
Replacing this in ( 6.1) gives 
p"~(Hopf) (-1)1-'1+1~1 ('l1_) 1 " 11 ~ 1 (Q-1 ffi)~ x z,~ = 
q2 V q2 Z00 
( )
1>-111-ll ~ 
(-1)1-'1+11>1 'l1_ (Q-1 rF\ ' Lc\ z'P = 
q2 V q2) 'P .~ Z00 
1-'11"1 !cl ('ll_) Lc\ (-1)1'PI (Q-1 ffi) ' z'P = q2 'P ·~ V q2 Z00 
( ) 1-'11~1 'l1_ I>'P P'P(Q). qz tp >.,p. 
Equivalently, in the knot theory variables (a, q, t) we found the following simple 
formula for the superpolynomial of the Hopf link expressed in terms of that of the 
unknot: 
(6.3) p"~(Hopf) = t 21-'ll"l Lc\."P'P(O). 
'P 
Thus, in order to compute the unreduced superpolynomial of the Hopf link, it 
suffices to compute the superpolynomial of the unknot from (6.1). 
6.1. Unreduced colored HOMFLYPT polynomial and homology of 
the unknot. Below we give the results for the unknot derived from ( 6.1). The 
notations and computations aJ:'e summaJ:'ized in Appendix D. 
The quantum sl(N) invariant (that is, a = qN specialization of the colored 
HOMFLY polynomial) is given by: 
?"(Q)(a=qN,q) = q-2Lc,c(x) [~] = 
q-2(n(,\')-n(,\)) [~] = q-•(,\) [ ~] 
In particular, for the r-th symmetric representation ST we find 
(6.4) 
whereas for the anti-symmetric representation R = Ar we have 
(6.5) 
The two-variable polynomial ?"( 0 )(a, q) can be obtained from the above 
expressions by replacing qN with a and the q-binomial coefficients by two-variable 
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polynomials in the following way: 
(6.6) 
( 1)'-jar-jqr-j r 
- '\'(-1)' -2! !(r-j-1) 
(1-q2)(1-q4) ... (1-q2') 6' a q 
X [r ~ jl (1- q2(r-J+1)) ... (1- q'')' 
where the left hand side is the a = qN specialization of the right hand side. This 
last formula follows from · 
n-1 IT (1+q'iz) 
i=O 
In particular, for the symmetric representation we have: 
(6.7) 
pS'(0){a q) = (-1)"a'q' q-2r·(r-1)t(- 1)'a-2lq!(r-1) 
' (1- q2)(1- q4) ... (1- q2') z~o 
X [ ~] q2(r-!)(r-1) 
Now, the formula for the a = qN specialization of the S' -colored superpolyno-
mial for the unknot is obtained by using the following quantum binomial coefficients 
formula: 
(6.8) [ N+r-1] = r(r-1)I: -j(N+r-1) [r~1] [ N .] r q j~o q J r- J 
Then, the Poincare polynomial of the S''-colored sl(N) homology of the unknot is 
obtained by adding a factor t- 2 j in every summand in the above expression for the 
quantum binomial coefficient in (6.4): 
(6.9) p•l(N),S' (O)(q,t) 
Note that the corresponding homology 1f'(N),S'' ( 0) is finite-dimensionaL 
We list some particular instances of (6.9) for small r: 
(6.10) p·•l(N),S' (0) 
(6.11) p•l(N),S'(0) 
(6.12) p•l(N),s·' ( 0) 
[N], 
[ ~] + q-(N+I)[NJC', 
[ ~] + q-(N+2)[2] [ ~] r' + q-2(N+2)(N]C4. 
r 
'I 
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Specifying further the value of N, one finds the following expressions: 
p•!(2),S'(O) 
p•l(3),S'r 0 ) 
p•l(3),S'(O) 
1 +q-2r 2 +q-4r 2 , 
q2 + 1 + q-2 + q-'r' + q-4r 2 + q-6r 2 , 
1 + q-'r' + 2q-4r' + 2q-6r' + q-"r' + q-8r 4 + q-1ot-• 
+q-12t-4' 
p•l(4),S'(O) q• + q' + 2 + q_, + q-• + q-'r' + q-•r' + q-61-z + q-sr2 
The expression for the whole triply-graded superpolynomial is obtained from (6.9) 
by using (6.6). 
In the case of anti-symmetric representations, the entire homology of the unknot 
is concentrated in the homological degree zero, and thus the Ar superpolynomial 
of the unknot coincides with its !\'-colored HOMFLY polynomial: 
(6.13) 
6.2. Comparison with other approaches. Much of the present paper is 
devoted to exploring the structure - motivated from physics - of the colored 
knot homology, namely its reduced version. A combinatorial or group theoretic 
definition of such theory is still waiting to be discovered. However, in the case of 
the unreduced theory, which we sketched in this section, there have been several 
attempts to define the colored knot homology, especially in low rank. Therefore, 
we conclude this section with a brief comparison to other approaches. 
Unfortunately, the structure of the colored differentials becomes more obscure 
(alternatively, more interesting!) in the unreduced version of the colored knot 
homology. 14 This, in part, is the reason why we kept our discussion here very 
brief, relegating a more thorough analysis to future work. Another reason, which 
will become clear in a moment, is that even a quick look at the unknot exposes 
a number of questions that need to be understood in order to relate and unify 
different formulations: 
(6.14) 
• singularities in moduli spaces (of BPS configurations): dim 1iBPS < oo 
versus dim 7-iBPS = oo 
• framing dependence in the colored knot homology 
• colored homological invariants versus cabling 
• analog of wall crossing phenomena in mathematical formulations of col-
ored knot homologies 
• the role of the "preferred direction" in the combinatorial formulation based 
on 3d partitions 
• proper interpretation of formal expressions, or 
versus 
1- q2 = 1 
1- q2 
14This is familiar from the ordinary, non-colored knot homology [3, 6]. 
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In addition, each formulation typically involves individual choices and subtleties, 
which may also affect the form of the answer. In fact, even the total dimension of 
the colored homology may depend on some (or, perhaps, all) of these choices. 15 
While good understanding of these aspects is still lacking, many approaches to 
colored knot homology seem to agree on one general feature: the unreduced sl ( N) 
homology has finite support only for certain sufficiently small representations. For 
example, in [9, eq. (67)] this conesponds to the fact that for general representations 
there is no way to clear the denominators. This should be compared with the 
fundamental representation of sl(N), where every existent approach leads to a 
homology with finite support. The simplest example that belongs to the "grey 
territory" is the second symmetric representation R = 8 2 of sl(N). For N = 2, 
this corresponds to the adjoint representation of sl(2) and, as we saw in (3.11), 
physics realizations [4, 12] lead to a 3-dimensional knot homology 1l'1(2),rn(Q) 
categorifying the colored Jones polynomial of the unknot, 
(6.15) 
On the other hand, some mathematical formulations lead to a theory with infinite 
support (which can be attributed \o several gaps in the present understanding and 
the above-listed questions). For example, fixing16 a typo in [62, Proposition 3.4], 
one finds the following candidate for the Poincare polynomial of the colored unknot 
homology: 
(6.16) 
The structure of the corresponding homology theory is clear: the first three terms 
reproduce (upon specializing tot= -1) the colored Jones polynomial (6.15) and 
the quotient in the last term corresponds to the infinite-dimensional contribution 
to the homology, all of which disappears upon taking the Euler characteristic. 
Similar structure emerges in other frameworks, in particular in approaches 
based on categorification of the Jones-Wenzl projectors. The Jones-Wenzl projec-
tors appear in decomposing the finite dimensional representations of the quantum 
group Uq(sl2 ) and, as such, play a key role in the definition and computation of 
quantum group invariants of knots and 3-manifolds. Several ways to categorify the 
Jone.s-Wenzl projectors have been proposed in the literature, e.g. the topological 
categorification [63] and the Lie theoretic categorification [64] which agree (up to 
Koszul duality). In particular, the latter approach leads to a theory that categori-
fics (6.15) by replacing the middle term with iniinite-dimensional homology whose 
Poincare polynomial equals 
(6.17) -rn(Q) -2 1 ( -1)2 2 P, = q + [2][2] q + q + q ' 
where [2] = q + q-1 and the authors of [64] instruct us to interpret dJ as a power 
series q-q3 +q5 -q7 + .... This power series is familiar to physicists as a trace ("par-
tition function") over the infinite-dimensional Hilbert space 1iBose = H* (CP=) = 
15We hope that at least some of these delicate aspects are washed away when one passes to 
the reduced theory, as it happens in the non-colored case. This is one of the reasons why in the 
present paper we mainly consider the reduced homology 
16We thank E. Gorsky for pointing this out. 
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IC[x] of a harmonic oscillator /single hoson, 
1 2 4 6 (6.18) Pno" = 1 _q2 = 1+q +q +q +. 
Partition function of a single fermion has a similar form, except that fermions 
contribute to the numerator instead of the denominator. Indeed, the trace over a 
two-dimensional Hilbert space of a single fermion looks like 
(6.19) 
in agreement with a well-known fact that contributions of bosons and fcrmions 
cancel each other, cf. (6.14). Therefore, instead of canceling the ratio in the middle 
term of ( 6.17), the authors of [64] instruct us to interpret it as a Hilbert space of two 
bosons and two fermions. Note, due to the presence of bosonic states this Hilbert 
space is infinite-dimensional, as opposed to a much smaller, finite-dimensional space 
that one might infer by simplifying the ratio. Similarly, (6.16) contains one boson 
(due to the factor 1 _,lq-< in the last term), etc. 
If this, however, is the proper interpretation of (6.17), then one immediately 
runs into a general question of how to interpret formal expressions like (6.14) and 
when to clear denominators. The answer to this question will certainly affect many 
calculations of Poincare polynomials, in particular calculations based on [9, eq. 
(67)] that has non-trivial numerators and denominators, as well as similar calcula-
tions in other frameworks. 
A novel physical framework that appears to be closely related to knot homology 
is the so-called "refined Chern-Simons theory." Although Lagrangian definition of 
this theory is not known at present, its partition function was conjectured [58J 
to compute topological invariants of knots and 3-manifolds that preserve an extra 
rotation symmetry. This includes torus knots and Seifert 3-manifolds. The rotation 
symmetry gives rise to an extra quantum number, so that for torus knots and 
Seifert 3-manifolds the refined Chern-Simons theory leads to a striking prediction: 
the space (1.2) is quadruply-graded rather than triply-graded in these cases. 
In Bimple examples, the fourth grading (coming from the extra rotation sym-
metry of a 3-manifold) is determined by the other three gradings (2.3). It would be 
interesting to study under which conditions this happens; when it does, the partition 
function of the SU(N) refined Chern-Simons theory computes the specialization of 
the superpolynomial to a = qN. Assuming this is the case for the unknot colored 
by the second symmetric representation, the SU(2) refined Chern-Simons theory 
gives: 
(6.20) (q't + q-2) (q4t2 + q-2t-1) (q- q 1) (q3t2- q 1) 
The corresponding Hilbert space contains at least two "bosons" (due to two factors 
in the denominator of (6.20)) and, therefore, leads to a version of colored homology 
with iniinite support. 
In our quick tour through different ways of categorifying the colored Jones 
polynomial of the unknot (6.15) we saw theories with finite support as well as 
theories with infinite support, in fact, of different kind (with different number of 
"bosons" J factors in the denominator). One would hope that all these theories 
correspond to different choices {of framing, chamber, regularization, ... ) and with 
a proper understanding of the above-mentioned issues could be unified in a single 
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framework. One piece of evidence that it might be possible comes from the fact 
that all physical and geometrical approaches agree when the corresponding moduli 
spaces are non-singular, as e.g. for minuscule representations. Therefore, we hope 
to see a much bigger story, only small elements of which have been revealed so far. 
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Appendix A. Notations 
K denotes a knot. 0 denotes the unknot. 
For every positive in!eger r we have: 
~ 
• ?';; (K)(q) or P~ · · · 0 (K)(q) denotes the unreduced one-variable polynomial 
quantum invariant of K, ~abelled with the r-th symmetric representation of sl(N). 
~ 
• Pfr (K)(q) or Pff' · · · 0 (K)(q) denotes the reduced (a.k.a. normalized) one-
variable polynomial quantum invariant of K, labeled by the r-th symmetric rep-
resentation of sl(N). It is obtained from the unnormalized polynomial?';; (K)(q) 
by 
-S" 
pS"(K) = PN (K) 
N P':;(O)' 
so that Pf/ ( 0) = 1. 
~ 
• pS" (K)(a,q) or pOD··· 0 (K)(a, q) denotes the reduced two-variable colored 
HOMFLY polynomial of K. The normalization is P 8 " ( 0) = 1. In particular 
pS" (K)(a = qN, q) = Pf_," (K)(q) 
~ 
• 1{8"(K) or 1-/.0D · · · 0 (K) denotes a reduced triply-graded homology theory 
H.f,;,k(K) that categorifies the two-variable colored HOMFLY polynomial pS" (K): 
The homological grading of H.f,;,k(K) is its third grading, and its (doubly-
graded) Euler characteristic is given by: 
x(H.8"(K)) = ~)-1)kqitj(dimH.f,;,k(K)). 
i,j,k 
f 
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~ 
o p 8 " (K) or pOD· · 0 (K) denotes the Poincare polynomial of 1-1.8 " (K), i.e. 
p 8 " (K)(a, q, t) = L a'qjtk(dim H.f,;,k(K)). 
i,j,k 
Specialization to t = -1 gives pS' ( K): 
p 8 '(K)(a,q,t=-1) = P 8"(K)(a,q). 
We also call p 8 " (K) the S'-colored superpolynomial. 
• 1{'1(N),S' (K) denotes the reduced doubly-graded homology theory categori-
fying Pf{ (K). 
• P'j." (K) rlenntes the Poincare polynomial of 1-/.'l(N),S" (K). In particular 
p'j," (K)(q, t) = L qjtk(dim 1-/.;~kN),S'(K)) 
j,k 
p'j," (K)(q, t = -1) = Pf{(K)(q). 
• The corresponding polynomials and homologies for the anti-symmetric rep-
resentations are denoted in the same way with sr· replaced by A'~'. 
• Unreduced versions of the homology and polynomials are denoted by putting 
a bar. 
All (tri-)degrees are (a,q, t)-degrees. 
REMARK A.l. Conventions for the superpolynomial in the vector rep-
resentation: The case r = 1 corresponds to the (ordinary) HOMFLY polynomial 
and the Khovanov-Rozansky homology. The corresponding superpolynomial, to-
gether with the structure of the triply-graded homology was studied in [3]. 
Here we shall use slightly different conventions: in the superpolynomial, we 
replace a and q from [3] with a 112 and q112, respectively. For example, the super-
polynomial of the trefoil knot becomes: 
(A.1) 
Also, by S(K), or just S, we mean half of the value of S(K) from [3]. 
This way, the degrees of canceling differentials d1 and d_, from [3] become 
( -1, 1, -1) and ( -1, -1, -3), respectively. Also, from now on we denote these two 
differentials by d~ and d~ 1 , respectively. 
Appendix B. Kauffman and S2 homologies of the knots 8rg and 942 
In this appendix we compute the 8 2 and Kauffman homologies of 819 and 942· 
Since both knots are homologically thick knots, these computations give highly 
non-trivial examples of our main Conjecture 4.2 (as well as Conjecture 2 of [6] for 
the Kauffman homology), especially because the size of both homologies is rather 
large and because they have to obey a large list of structural properties described 
in sections 4 and 5. 
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Before we start our computations, we point out that knot 942 here is the mirror 
image of 942 from [56]. The superpolynomial of 942 is given hy17 [3]: 
(B.1) P 0 (942)(a, q, t) = a(q-1t 2+qt4)+(q-2t-1+1+2t+q2t3 )+a-1(q-1C 2+q). 
In particular, the reduced sl(2) Khovanov homology of 942 is: 
Kh(942)(q, t) P 0 (942)(a=q2 ,q,t) = 
q-st-2 + q-•c1 + q-2 + 1 + zt + q2t2 + q•t' + qst•. 
The S invariant is 8(942 ) = 0. Moreover, the 6-grading of a generator x of the 
homology 'H 0 (K) in our conventions is given by: 
All generators of the homology of thin knots have the same value of the 6-grading. 
However, for 942, the generator 1(= a 0 q0 t0 ) has 6-grading 0, while the remaining 8 
generators have 6-grading equal to -1. 
As for 819 , here it is the mirror image of 8w from the Knot Atlas [56]. This 
knot is also known as the positive (3,4)-torus knot. Its superpolynomial is given 
by: 
a 3q-3 + a 4q-2t 3 + a 3q-1t2 + a 4t5 + a 3qt4 + a 4q2t" + a4q3t6 
+asts + a•q-1t5 + a4q1t7 + a3t4 
The first seven generators have 6-degree equal to -3, while the remaining four have 
6-grading equal to -2. 
Before explaining the result for the 8 2-homology, we first consider the Kauffman 
homologies. 
B.O.l. Kauffman homology of 819 and 942· The Kauffman polynomial of 942 
can be written as: 
(B.2) 
F(942)(a, q) = 1 +(1-a-1q)(1 +a-1q-1)(1-a-2)·a2(q-6 -q-4+q-2+q2-q4+qo). 
The Kauffman homology of 942 that we have computed has 209 generators. We 
present its Poincare polynomial in a structured form: 
pKauff(942 )(a,q,t) = 1+(1+a-1qC1)(1+a-1q-1C 2)(1+a-2r 3) x 
x { a2(q-6t2 + q-4t3 + q-2t4 + q2ts + q4t7 + qsts) + 
+(1 + t) [(a3 + aC3)(q-3t4 + q- 1t 5 + qt6 + q't") 
+2a2t 4]} 
The Kauffman polynomial of 819 can he written as: 
17Note that the a and q gradings that we are using in this paper are half of those from [3], 
see Remark A.l 
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The Kauffman homology of 819 that we have computed has 89 generators. Its 
Poincare polynomial is given by: 
pKauff(81g)(a, q, t) (a"+ ast')(q-6 + q-2t2 + t4 + q2t4 + q6t6) + 
+(a7 + a"t')(q-5t2 + q5t7) + a10t1o + 
13 
12 
11 
10 
9 
8 
6 
a 
+(1 + r1 )(a 7 q-1t5 +a 7 q1t6 + a't" + ag q-1tB + ag qlt9) + 
+(1 + r 1)(1 + a-1qC1)(1 + a-2c 3)(1 + a-1q-1c 2) x 
x(a13q-1t14 + al3q1tl5 + a1lq-3t1D + a1lq3tl3). 
q 
-6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 4 6 
FlGURE 5. The reduced Kauffman homology of the knot T3 4 = 
819 . To avoid clutter, we show only canceling differentials dd, d1 
and do (represented by red, green, and blue arrows, respectively). 
Both results meet the desired properties of the Kauffman homology (see Section 
6 of [6]): 
• Specialization to t = -1 gives the Kauffman polynomial: 
pKauff (a, q, t = -1) = F(a, q). 
• There exist three canceling differentials d2, d1 and do of degrees ( -1, 1, -1), 
( -2, 0, -3) and ( -1, -1, -2), respectively. Indeed, from the form we write 
pKauff(942 ), it is obvious that only 1 = a 0 q0 t 0 survives in the homology 
with respect to any of these differentials. As for 1iKauff (819), the surviving 
generators for d2, d1 and do respectively have degrees (6, -6, 0), (12, 0, 12) 
and (6, 6, 6), as expected since the S-invariant for 819 is 8(819 ) = 6. 
• There exist two universal differentials d--+ and d+- of degrees (0, 2, 1) and 
(0, -2, -1), such that the homology with respect to these differentials is 
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isomorphic (up to regrading) to the triply-graded HOMFLY homology. 
More precisely, they satisfY: 
(JiKauff,d__,) ~ pD(a'q-',q',t), 
(JiKauff,dc-) ~ po(a'q'tz,q',t). 
Again, it is straightforward to check that such differentials exist in both 
homologies JiKauff(942 ) and J{Kauf£(819). 
o There exists a differential d-2 of degree (-1, -3, -3), such that the a~ 
q-3 specialization of the homology (1-lKa-uff, d_2) is isomorphic to the ho-
mology Ji'P(Z),V. 
Moreover, the triply-graded version holds: the Poincare polynomial 
of the triply-graded homology (JiKauff, d_2) is equal to t 8 R(a112q- 112 , t), 
where R(q, t) ~ P 0 (a ~ q2 , q, t). This is true for 819, 942 and for all prime 
knots with up to 6 crossings. 
Note that this generalizes and corrects the value predicted in [6]. We 
also note that (JiKauff, d-2) is significantly smaller than JiKauff: for 819 it 
has only 11 generators, and for 942 it has only 9 generators. 
o Finally, although not explicitly stated in [6], the Kauffman homology 
enjoys the symmetry q B q- L 
B.0.2. 8 2 -colored homologies of 81g and 942 . In order to present the Poincare 
polynomial of the 8 2 -colored homology of 942 in a nice form and to show that all 
the expected properties are satisfied, we write it in the following structured form: 
P 00 (942)(a,q,t) ~ 
~ {1 + (1 + a-1qC1)(1 + a-1q- 2t-3)(1 + a-1q-3c 3)(1 + a-1c 1)(a2q6t 8 + a 2t4)} + 
+(1 + q)(1 + a-1qC1)(1 + a-1q-2t-3)(1 + a-1q-3C 3)(a2q2t6 + aq3t5) + 
+(1 + q)(1 + a-1qC1)(1 + a-1q- 2t-3)(aq-1t2 + aqt4) + 
+(1 + q)(1 + a-1qC1)(1 + a-1q- 2c 3)(1 + a-1q-3t-3) x 
X (a2q2t6 + aq3t6 + aq3t5 + 2aqt5 + at4 + qt4 + t3) + 
+(1 + q)(1 + a-1qC1)(1 + a-1q- 2C 3)(1 + a-1q-3c 3)(1 + t-1) x 
x (a2 q4t8 + aq4t" + a 2qt6 + aq2t5 + q3t5 + at4 + t3). 
Similarly, for 819 we have 
P 00 (81g)(a, q, t) ~ 
~ {(1 + a-1qC1)(1 + a-1q- 2C 3)(1 + a-1q-3c 3)(a10q8 t 16 + a 9 q8t 15 ) + 
+(1 + a-1qc1)(1 + a-1q-'c')(asq-1t6 + aBq5tiD + asqllt14) + a"q-6 + 
+(1 + a-1qc1 )(a7 q-4t' + a7 q-1t5 + a7 q't" + a7 q5t9 + a7 qstll + a7 qlltl3)} + 
+(1 + q)(1 + a-1qc1 )(1 + a-1q-'c')(asq'tB + asq6t1D + asqstl2 + aBq9tl4) + 
+(1 + q)(1 + a-1qc1)(1 + a-1q-2t-3)(1 + a-1q-3C 3)(a9q3tll + a 9q6t 13 + a9q9t 15 ). 
The two homologies from above and their mirror images satisfy a large part 
of the properties of the 5 2-colored homology from Conjecture 4.2 and of the A 2 
homology from Section 5: 
1 
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• There exist canceling differentials dfD and d~ of degrees ( -1, 1, -1) and 
(-1, -2, -3), respectively. The remaining generator for both differentials 
is a 0 q0t0 = 1 in the case of 942, whereas for 819 the remaining generators 
have degrees (6, -6, 0) and (6, 12, 12), respectively. 
o There exists colored differential dz--;1 of degree (0, 1, 0), such that the 
homology with respect to it is equal to P 0 (a2 ,q2 ,t2 q). 
o P 00 (a, q, t ~ -1) is equal to the 5 2-colored HOMFLY polynomial. 
o There exists a differential d~ of degree (-1, -3, -3), such that the ho-
mology with respect to it is very small. In the case of 942 it has only 9 
generators: 
(B.3) (Ji 00 (942 ), d~) ~ a(q-1t 2 +qt4) + (q-2C 1 + 1 + 2t+q2t3) +a-1(q-1C 2 +q), 
while in the case of 819 we have 
(Jim (81o), d~) ~ (a"q1'tl2 +a 7 qllt13 + a"q1ot1o +a 7 qotn + a"qsts + a7 q7 tg + 
(B.4) +a"q"t") + (aBq10t14 + a7 q9tll +a 7 qllt13 + a6q1Dt1D). 
Note that from the formulas for P 00 , for both knots, the last two lines 
have a factor (1 + a-1q-3C 3 ) and so the corresponding homology gets 
canceled automatically by d~. Thus, it is enough to check the above for-
mulas only for the remaining part, which is a straightforward computation. 
o There exists a differential d!j" of degree (-1,0,-1) such that the homol-
ogy with respect to it is equal to a 5 P 0 (a,q2 , t). 
• There exists a differential d~ of degree ( -1, 2, -1) such that the homology 
with respect to it, after specializing a = q2 , is isomorphic to 1f.sl(2),rn. 
The latter one is isomorphic to 1/.80( 3),V, where V denotes the vector 
representation of so(3), and to obtain its Poincare polynomial we use 
the result for the Kauffman homology we computed in section B.O.l. In 
particular, for both knots we have that 
P!j"' (q, t) ~ pso(3),V (q, t) ~ pKauff(a ~ q2, q, t). 
Now, the "mirror image" of 1-lrn is also behaving quite well. To that end, let 
JiB be a homology obtained from H 00 as in Section 5: 
JiB k 9! Jim. k'' t,J, t,-], 
The transformation k H k' depends also on 01-grading 
Since for 1-lrn of 942 and 819 the properties of the 5 2-colored homology listed 
above are satisfied, it can be easily seen (by "mirroring" the differentials) that 
the mirror homology 1-{B obtained in this way satisfies the properties of the anti-
symmetric A 2-colored homology: 
o There exist canceling differentials d~1 and d~ of degrees ( -1, -1, -3) and ( -1, 2, -1), respectively. 
o There exists colored differential d~__, 1 of degree ( 0, 1, 0), such that the ho-
mology with respect to it has Poincare polynomial equal to P 0 ( a 2 , q4 , t 2q-1 ). 
o pB(a,q,t ~ -1) is equal to the A2-colored HOMFLYpolynomial. 
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• There exists a differential d~ of degree ( -1, 3, -1) such that the homology 
of 118 with respect to it is isomorphic to 11°, both specialized to a ~ q3 . 
The last property in fact holds even on the level of triply-graded 
homologies (without specialization a ~ q3 ), as can be seen from (B.3) 
and (B.4). We also note that the isomorphism of (118, d~) and 11° as 
triply-graded theories, also holds for all prime knots with up to 6 crossings. 
Appendix C. 113 homology of the figure-eight knot 
The Poincare polynomial of the 113 homology of the figure-eight knot 41 is 
given by: 
1 + (1 + a-1qC 1)(1 + a-1c 1)(1 + a-1q-1c 1) 
x(l + a-1q-3t- 3)(1 + a-1q-4C 3)(1 + a-1q-5C 3) 
xa3q6t6 
+(1 + q + q2 )(1 + a-1qt-1 )(1 + a- 1q-3 C 3 )at2 
+(1 + q + q2 )(1 + a- 1qC 1 )(1 + a-1 r 1 )(I+ a-1q-3r 3 ) 
x(1 + a-1q-4r 3 )a2q2 t4 
This homology categorifies the =-colored HOMFLY polynomial of 4,; 
P 3 (4t)(a, q, t ~ -1) ~ P=(41 )(a, q). 
Furthermore, this homology has all of the wanted properties - namely, there 
exist following differential ons 113 (41): 
• canceling differential df of degree ( -1, 1, -1), leaving 1 ~ a0 q0 t0 as re-
maining generator. 
• canceling differential d3_ 3 of degree ( -1, -3, -3), also leaving 1 ~ a 0 q0 t0 
as remaining generator. 
• differential d3_ 4 of degree ( -1, -4, -3), such that 
(113 (4,),d3_.) ~ 111 (4,). 
• differential d'_5 of degree (-1, -5, -3), such that 
(113 (41), d3_5) ~ 112 (4,). 
• vertical colored differential d~ of degree (-1,0,-1), such that 
(113 (4,), dg) ~ 111 (41)-
In particular 
(113 ( 41 ), dg)(a, q, t) ~ P 1 ( 4,)(a, q3 , t). 
• vertical colored differential d'_ 1 of degree ( -1, -1, -1), such that 
(113 (4,), d3_1) ~ 112 (4t). 
In particular 
(113 (41), d"_ 1)(a, q ~ 1, t) ~ P 2 (4,)(a, q ~ 1, t). 
r 
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Appendix D. Computation of the unreduced homology of the unknot 
For a nonnegative integer N we define the quantum dimension [N] to be 
and 
qN _ q-N 
[N]~~-
Also 
[N]! ~ [N][N -1] ... [1], 
[Nl ~ [N][N- 1] ... [N- k + 1] k ~! ' 
For a partition.\~ (.\1,.\2, ... ), we set: 
l.\1 L.\,, 
n(.\) L(i-1).\,, 
m(.\) Li.\,, 
11.\W L.\; 
By.\', we denote the dual (conjugate) partition of.\. We have 
We also define 
m(.\) 
2m(.\) 
n(.\)+ [.\[, 
ll.\'11 2 + [.\[. 
~<(.\) :~ 2([[.\[[ 2 -ll.\'[[ 2 ) ~ 2(n(.\')- n(.\)) 
We identify a partition and its corresponding Young diagram. 
For a box x ~ (i, j) E .\,we define its content and the hook length by: 
c(x) ~ j- i, 
h(x) ~ .\;+.\j-i-j+l. 
For a partition A and positive integer N, we set: 
[~] :~ IT [N- c(x)] . 
xE> [h(x)] 
Then we have 
(D.1) 5,(q1-N, q3-N,.. N-3 N-1) [N] A • 'q ,q = At . 
Of course, the following holds 
S.> (1, q2, q4' ... 'q2(N-2)' q2(N-1)) 
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D.l. Colored HOMFLY polynomial of the unknot. We compute the 
specialization of the superpolynomial of the unknot at q1 = q2 (i.e. at t = -1) 
from the equation (6.1). According to (6.3), this gives the value of the polynomial 
of the Hopf link as well. We denote this specialization by ?" ( 0), i.e. 
?"!Ol := 'P"(Oll",~"' = 'P"(OJI,~-1· 
We also denote Z~ := Z.x.lq1 =q2 , and so 
with 
J5"(0) = (-1)1'-I(Q-1)1¥ X~~' 
0 
By using the following identity for the Schur functions 
t -~ -(D.2) 8>-(q:;_p-v )8v<(q?.P) = q2 ' L 8"'/, (q2P)8'Y, (q2 P) 
in the expression for z~' we get 
"ill z>. = L( -Q)Ivl8v(q2P)q;- ' L 8"'l, (q2P)8,<;, (q?.P) = 
q;- ·~'' L 8''!, (q:;_P) L( -Q)Ivl8v(q2P)8"'/, (q?.P) = 
" 
q;- ·~'l L 8'Y, (q:;_P) L( -Q)Ivl8v(q2P) L c~>'P(q?.P) = 
" 'P 
q;-'~'l L 8''1, (q?.P) L 8'P(q2P) L( -Q)Iryi+I'Pic~>v(q2P) = 
'P v 
q;-o!.fl L 8,,1, (q?.P)( -Q)I"I L( -Q)I'PI 8'P(q2P) 5 'P,(q:;_P)sry' (q?.P) = 
" 'P 
"'(.\) '"" I I ' q;--,-- L.,( -Q) ry s,y, (qzP)sry' (qzP) X Z0. 
" Hence, the value of the colored HOMFLY polynomial invariant of the unknot 
labeled by >. is given by: 
(D.3) ?"(0) = q;-'~'' (-1)1'-I(Q-1)1¥L(-Q)I"Is,,;,(q:;_P)8ry<(q:;_P). 
In particular, the last formula tells us that (up to an ov~all factor) p,_ is a poly-
nomial in Q of degree 1>-1. Also, at Q = 1 one finds that P>-IQ~1 = 0 for>. f 0. 
Written in terms of the knot-theoretical variables (a, q) the polynomial becomes: 
(D.4) ?"( 0 )(a, q) = q-•(>-) . ( -1)1'-la" L( -1)1"1a-21ryl 8,,1, (q-2P)sry•(q-2P). 
" 
Finally, when a = qN one can show that the above expression without the 
factor q-•(A) is equal to [ ~]. 
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